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CONDITIONS OF SALE

1.  A 25% Buyer’s permium will be added to the hammer price of each lot.

2.  All goods are sold “as is”.  All sales are final.  All items are sold without warranty as to authenticity, date, origin, conditions, etc.  If goods prove defective after purchase, the 
buyer shall assume all costs for repair or servicing.  Condition reports are not included.  It is the sole repsonsibility of the prospective bidders to examine lots and decide on their 
level of interest.  Neither the auctioneer, nor the consignor, is responsible for the accuracy of any printed or verbal descriptions.  All weights and measurements are approximate.  

3.  The auctioneer has the sole right to settle disputed bids and decide whether or not to reoffer the lot.

4.  The purchaser assumes complete responsibility for items at the fall of the hammer.  

5. Absentee bids, phone bids, and internet bids will be executed when possible as a convenience to the customers.  The auction house will not beld repsonsible for any errors or 
failure to accurately execute bids.  Bidders are strongly encouraged to submit absetnee bids at least 24 hours prior to the auction.

6. Items may be withdrawn at any time prior to the offering of each lot.

7.  Some of teh lots in the sale are offered subject to a reserve.  The reserve is a confidential minimum price agreed by the consignor and the Cobbs Auctioneers LLC.  In most 
cases, the reserve will be set below the estimated range, but in no case will it exceed teh estimate given.  A representitive of the Cobbs LLC will execute such reserves by bidding 

for the consignor.  The auctioneer reserves the right to reject an opening bid that is in his opinion not commensurate with the value of the lot.

8.  Payment by cash, wire transfer or good check only. The auction house reserves the right to hold property 2 weeks for personal checks until the check clears. Potential buyers 
of expensive lots should discuss payment before the sale. A $35.00 fee will be charged for returned checks. If a check fails to clear after second deposit, the purchaser will be 

held responsible for any and all fees incurred until we have collected good funds.

9. Payment is due at the end of each sale, or upon receipt of the invoice. The Cobbs Auctioneers, LLC, shall have no liability for any damage to property left on its premises as of 
the sale date. The Cobbs Auctioneers, LLC may impose, and the purchaser agrees to pay a monthly interest charge of 1.5% of the purchase price of any lot or item not paid by 

the purchaser within 21 days of the date of sale. The Cobbs Auctioneers, LLC, will impose and the purchaser agrees to pay, a monthly storage charge of $25.00 flat fee or 1.5% 
of the purchase price (whichever is greater) of any lot or portion of a lot not removed by the purchaser within five (5) business days after the date of the sale.

10. The Cobbs Auctioneers, LLC, does not ship any lots sold at our auctions, but in the interest of assisting our customers, upon full payment and buyer’s instructions, we will 
deliver small items to our local UPS/FedEx dealer, so that these items can be packed and shipped at the buyer’s expense. Additionally we will provide shipper phone numbers for 

larger lots for this same process.
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 TO rEgISTEr TO bID CLICk hErE, Or FOr gENErAL INquIrIES, CONTACT uS AT 
www.ThECObbS.COm Or 603.924.6361

TO INquIrE AbOuT SpECIFIC LOTS IN ThIS AuCTION, Or CONSIgNINg prOpErTy TO FuTurE 
EThNOgrAphIC AuCTIONS, CONTACT SCOTT rODOLITz AT 

SCOTT.rODOLITz@ThECObbS.COm

NOw SEEkINg CONSIgNmENTS FOr Our AprIL 2016 EThNOgrAphIC ArT AuCTION:
NATIvE AmErICAN, prE-COLumbIAN, pACIFIC ISLANDS, AbOrIgINAL AuSTrALIAN, NEw guINEA, SOuTh 

EAST ASIA, rOmAN AND grEEk ANTIquITIES, AND AFrICAN ArT

    NOONE FALLS mILL                 50 JAFFrEy rD         pETErbOrOugh Nh  03458
www.ThECObbS.COm

EThNOgrAphIC ArTS DEpArTmENT: 
ExpErT IN ChArgE: SCOTT rODOLITz                 SpECIALIST: NIChOLAS prIOr

ALL phOTOgrAphy, LAyOuT & DESIgN by NIChOLAS prIOr, ALL rIghTS rESErvED 2015
OwNEr, AuCTIONEEr: ChArLES m. CObb  (Nh LIC. #2366)

ThIS IS AN INTErACTIvE CATALOguE.  CLICk ON ANy LOT NumbEr Or bOLD DESCrIpTION TO LINk TO 
ThE ONLINE CATALOguE wITh ADDITIONAL phOTOgrAphS.  CLICk ON ANy CyAN TExT FOr LINkS TO mOrE 

INFOrmATION

http://www.thecobbs.com/arrange-bids.html
www.thecobbs.com


IN EArLy SEpTEmbEr, ThE EThNOgrAphIC ArT wOrLD LOST AN ImpOrTANT AND rESpECTED FIgurE, AND I LOST A CLOSE 
and treasured friend. John C. edler, know to all of his friends as ‘JaCk’ was a more than Just a dealer 
OF NEw guINEA ArT; hE wAS TIED TO NEw guINEA wITh ALL OF hIS hEArT AND SOuL. JACk hAD gONE TO NEw 
Guinea sinCe the 1960’s and visited many remote reGions. his personal studies amonG the sawos people 
rEgArDINg pOTTEry DESIgN ELEmENTS IS bOTh AwE INSpIrINg AND COmprEhENSIvE AND hIS wOrk IN ThE hIghLANDS 
TO END INTEr-vILLAgE wArFArE rESuLTED IN ThE gOvErNmENT wOrkINg TO mOvE FOOD AND Dry gOODS INTO ArEAS 

ThAT hAD SEEN rAIDS AND vIOLENCE FOr gENErATIONS.

JaCk was also an expert on the arts of polynesia and his ‘art of polynesia: the hemmeter ColleCtion’ 
whICh hE AuThOrED, IS STILL AN ImpOrTANT wOrk IN ThE FIELD. 

JACk COLLECTED ArT FrOm vIrTuALLy EvEry pArT OF pApuA NEw guINEA, NEw brITAIN, ThE SOLOmON ISLANDS AND 
SmALL OuTLIErS; hIS pIECES ENDED up IN mOST OF ThE mIDwESTErN muSEumS AS hE ESChEwED COLLECTOrS IN FAvOr 
OF INSTITuTIONS. ThIS wAS IN pArT DuE TO hIS LONgSTANDINg FrIENDShIp wITh Dr. rOy SEIbEr, hImSELF A LumINAry 
in the afriCan art field. on any Given eveninG in BloominGton, roy seiBer would ‘hold Court’ with JaCk 

SITTINg IN ThE LIvINg rOOm. 

this sale has a numBer of lots ConsiGned from ColleCtors who purChased from JaCk’s private ColleCtion 
whEN hIS hEALTh bEgAN TO FAIL AND hE COuLD NO LONgEr TrAvEL TO vISIT muSEumS. ThE EDLEr ESTATE hAS NOT 

CONSIgNED ANy LOTS IN ThIS SALE.

I hAD ThE grEAT pLEASurE AND hONOr TO CALL JACk my FrIEND AND wAS LuCky TO hAvE bEEN AbLE TO hAvE gOTTEN 
TO bLOOmINgTON ONE LAST TImE TO SEE hIm IN AuguST.

AS I TurNED TO LEAvE ThE hOuSE, kNOwINg ThAT I wOuLD ALmOST CErTAINLy NEvEr SEE hIm AgAIN, hE TOOk my 
arm, and with his frail Body, held me in a tiGht huG and said ‘i’ll see you on the other side, and i’ll save 

you a Good seat’ - all with a  warm and lovinG Grin. 

 rEST IN pEACE, JACk

JOhN C. EDLEr 
OCTObEr 30, 1948 - SEpT. 9, 2015



nAtive AmericAn & 
pre cOlumbiAn Art

FeAuturing OutStAnding inuit And 
nOrthweSt cOASt ArtiFActS

lOtS 1-35



1. A Fine GeorGe CAtlin Print, “the BuFFAlo DAnCe”

Hand colored lithograph, depicting a group of Native Americans engaged in a 
ceremonial dance; from ‘The North American Indian Portfolio”, published: London 
and NY 1844, 1845. 14 1/2” x 20”, 22” x 27” (framed)

Provenance: 
Ex. Old Private collection, New Hampshire

$5,000 - $7,000

2. hArry PollArD (1880-1968)  Silver 
GelAtin Print C. 1910 

Original silver gelatin print, portrait of Savage 
Hunting Eagle, Nakota/Assiniboin chief, 
Alberta. C. 1910.  8”x 10”, framed and matted.  
A well preserved print of an iconic image.

Provenance: 
Ex. Old Private collection, New Hampshire 

$500-$700

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-1.html


3. A GrouP oF three AnimAl FiGurineS, 
inuit; AlASkA

Three animals; a seabird depicted as sitting 
in the water as the bottom is flat but pierced; 

a half figure of a seal, showing the creature 
emerging halfway from the water and small 
bear with holes for attachment, possibly an 

amulet. L. 1” to 1 1/4”

Provenance: 
Purchased decades ago from a New England 

estate with ties to the whaling trade in the 19th 
Century.

 $500 - $700

4. A Fine AnD rAre inuit DoG tetherinG SPinDle, 
inuit; AlASkA

The tethering mechanism made from two pieces of 
walrus tooth, the round disk top fitted to the post and 

used to attach to a stake in the ground so that a dog 
on a long hide leash would not get tangled ; the upper 

swivels allowing full circular motion. An ingenious old 
device. d. 2”

Provenance: 
Purchased decades ago from a New England estate 

with ties to the whaling trade in the 19th Century.

$200 - $250

5. A FoSSilizeD inuit hArPoon heAD, inuit, 
thule culture, c. 1000 - 16000; 

AlASkA

The harpoon point pierced just below the 
head for attachment of the main cord, the 
reverse with carved recess to attach it to a 

larger spear, remains of old fiber. Beautiful 
color and desirable size. 

L. 3 3/4”

Provenance: 
Purchased decades ago from a New 

England estate with ties to the whaling 
trade in the 19th Century.

$200 - $250

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-3.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-3.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-3.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-4.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-4.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-5.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-5.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-5.html


6. A Fine AnD unuSuAl AlASkAn 
inuit ArtiCulAteD FiGure, 
inuit; AlASkA

Of unusual form, the large figure with 
articulated body composed of ten pieces 
held together with found metal, the face 
unusual in its depiction of a non-Inuit. 
19th century, an exceptionally rare and 
large example. H. 9”

Provenance: 
Purchased decades ago from a New 
England estate with ties to the whaling 
trade in the 19th Century.

$600 - $900

7.  A Fine AnD rAre inuit mortuAry Doll,
inuit ; AlASkA

The figure of unusual form, the head carved from cedar 
with inlaid eyes and mouth, and deep concave facial 
plains; traditional scarification below the mouth. The 
body made of stuffed hide and sewn together. Figures 
such as this were made as memorial effigies and kept 
by a family in remembrance of the deceased. Unlike toy 
dolls the figure was not handled, resulting in its nearly 
pristine condition. H. 15”

Provenance: 
Purchased decades ago from a New England estate with 
ties to the whaling trade in the 19th Century.

$200-$300

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-6.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-6.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-6.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-7.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-7.html


8. two inuit CriBBAGe BoArDS, inuit; AlASkA

The boards of classical tapering form, following the natural shape of the walrus tooth; the first a short 
example with cribbage board to the top and the bottom with wonderfully scrimmed seal rolling on ice 

while an Inuit hunter looks on from an Umiak; the second long and narrow with a map of St. Lawrence 
Island on the top with the cribbage holes, the sides with animal imagery. Fine and with lovely patina. 

L. 7 1/2” & 16 1/4”

Provenance: 
Ex. Old Private collection, New Hampshire

$1,000 - $2,000

9. A Fine inuit Bow Drill with SCrimminG, inuit; AlASkA

The bow with a stylized bear at one end carved fully raised from the surface, the bow arcing gently with 
scrimmed designs of animals and hunters on the front and top as well as a whaling hunt to the reverse. 

Fine old deep creamy patina. L. 10”

Provenance: 
Purchased decades ago from a New England estate with ties to the whaling trade in the 19th Century.

$1,400 - $1,800

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-8.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-9.html


11. An exCePtionAl inuit BAleen inlAiD PiPe with elABorAte CArvinG. 
19th. C., inuit; AlASkA

The narrowing stem of the pipe taking the form of the walrus tooth with flanged bit, the 
body with zigzagging incised lines with baleen inlay and small incised compass-work 
devices at the bottom; at the top medial ridge two seals, both incised with scrimming 
facing the bowl rendered as a human head with extensive remains of char and baleen 
inlays; the end with a seal emerging from the composition. Excellent carving and fine 

patina of use, superb example and rare form. L. 10”

Provenance:
Purchased decades ago from a New England estate with ties to the whaling trade in the 

19th Century.

$1,800 - $2,500

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-11.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-11.html


10. A Fine PrehiStoriC inuit weAvinG ComB, 
inuit; AlASkA

The comb of fossilized walrus tooth or bone, the 
upper portion with a stylized heart shaped incised 
design with linear stepped design above and 
below. Combs of this type were used to separate 
the threads in basket weaving and were also a 
decorative element worn by women in their hair, 
Long elegant tines. A lovely example. H. 4 1/2”

Provenance:
Purchased decades ago from a New England estate 
with ties to the whaling trade in the 19th Century.

$100 - $200

12. two miniAture FiGureS, inuit; AlASkA

The first a half figure, originally attached to a larger 
object with one remaining socketed arm; the second 
a human figure with head staring upwards, possibly 
a flying shamanic image with strut coming from 
belly, possibly once attached to a larger object as 
well. Fine old patinas. L. 1” to 1 3/4”

Provenance:
Purchased decades ago from a New England estate 
with ties to the whaling trade in the 19th Century.

$500 - $700

13. A SuPerB inuit toGGle in the Form  oF two 
SeAlS, inuit; AlASkA

The toggle with large central openwork portion, the 
top with two small seal heads emerging from the top 
at opposing sides; the base tapering and pierced for 
attachment, the toggle with overall exceptional deep 
golden patina from handling. A stunning example. 
H. 2 1/8”

Provenance:
From a Washington State Private Collection

$1,000 - $2,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-10.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-10.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-12.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-13.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-13.html


14. A lArGe FoSSilizeD inuit Bone mASkette, 
inuit; AlASkA

Possibly Prehistoric; the maskette with simple 
classical features with narrow eyes beneath 
demarcated brows, long powerful nose and open 
mouth, scarification marks cut beneath the mouth in 
classical form. H. 7”

Provenance:
Purchased decades ago from a New England estate 
with ties to the whaling trade in the 19th Century.

$200 - $300

15.  A SuPerB inuit ShAmAn’S FiGurine, 
inuit; AlASkA

The figure leaning slightly with round head 
and classical Inuit features, the arms carved 
to the body with long legs. The patina 
deep and cream colored. The back of the 
base with old label stating ‘Eskimi C. 1840 
coll. Worsea C/A’. A stunning and rare 
example. H. 3 3/4”

Provenance:
Purchased decades ago from a New 
England estate with ties to the whaling 
trade in the 19th Century.

$900 - $1,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-14.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-14.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-15.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-15.html


16. two Fine AnD well CArveD inuit 
toGGleS in the Form oF SeAlS.
inuit; AlASkA

Each in the form of a swimming seal, the 
smaller with wide body and tapering 
head, the eyes with remains of inlay, 
likely baleen, pierced for attachment; the 
second of more naturalistic form, the head 
carved with eyes and simple mouth. Fine 
patination on each and extensive signs of 
use. L. 1 1/4” & 1 3/4”

Provenance:
Ex. Private Washington State collection

18. A Fine inuit two-PArt SmokinG PiPe, 
inuit; AlASkA

A pipe of simple form carved early on 
after regular contact between the inuit 
and Westerners, the section with light 
scrimming as well as the bowl, the nib 

carved in European style. Certainly Inuit 
made, and probably for Inuit use after a 

Western model. L. 8”

Provenance:
Purchased decades ago from a New 

England estate with ties to the whaling 
trade in the 19th Century.

Estimate: $600 - $900

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-16.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-16.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-16.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-18.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-18.html


17. A GrouP oF Six FoSSilizeD inuit PointS, inuit, thule Culture, 
C. 1000 - 16000; AlASkA

The points of various form some with incised linear designs, some barbed all 
with lovely excavated patinas. H. 2 1/2” - 4”

Provenance:
Purchased decades ago from a New England estate with ties to the whaling 

trade in the 19th Century.

$300 - $400

19. A lArGe AnD rAre inuit lABret, inuit; AlASkA

The Labret of bowed form of wood with inset bone plug with small holes pierced 
in it and a central black stone inlay; one bone plug deficient. Old museum number 

‘328’ on the side. Likely 19th Century. L. 5 1/2”

Provenance:
Deaccessioned by a New York Historical Institution

$600 - $900

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-17.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-17.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-19.html


20. A Fine AnD intACt inuit hArPoon Point, 
inuit; AlASkA

The harpoon point of classical form with intact 
stone blade, the Walrus tooth point narrow and 

tapering and pierced for attachment, the body 
hollowed to fit over the spear body. Fine old 

patina of use. A lovely and intact example. L. 3”

Provenance:
Ex. Private Washington State collection

$400 - $600

21. A SuPerB AnD lArGe PreContACt inuit 
SCArPer; ulu, inuit; AlASkA

The large scarper carved from marine bone in 
beautiful geometricized form, very worn from 
extensive use, unusual to find this large and in 

fine condition. C. Mid 19th C. or earlier L. 9”

Provenance:
Purchased decades ago from a New England 

estate with ties to the whaling trade in the 19th 
Century.

$800 - $1,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-20.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-20.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-21.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-21.html


22. A Fine inuit BAleen SPoon, inuit; AlASkA

The spoon of simple form and carved from 
Baleen, usually an object owned by a woman. 
Fine old patina of use and wear, 19th C. or 
earlier. H. 3 1/4”

Provenance:
Purchased decades ago from a New England 
estate with ties to the whaling trade in the 19th 
Century.

$100 - $150

23. A Fine inuit BeAr ChArm, inuit; AlASkA

The bear of significant size and beautifully 
carved with careful detail to the head and body, 
the legs slayed forwards and with indications 
of paws. The bent legs suggest the bear may be 
reclining or about to pounce. Fine old patina 
and excellent aged surface. L. 2 3/4”

Provenance:
Ex. Private New England collection

$1,000 - $2,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-22.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-23.html


24. A Fine inuit SnuFF Box AnD SniFFinG 
tuBe, inuit; AlASkA

The snuffbox made of horn with circle-
dot motifs, and sealed at the bottom, the 
lid rounded with a cord passed through 

attaching it to the snuff tube. The base with 
od inscription:’ Pat Hanley Skacvitch 1926 

Alaska’ - presumably the date and name of the 
collector; far older, likely 19th C. H. 2” & 3”

Provenance:
Purchased decades ago from a New England 

estate with ties to the whaling trade in the 19th 
Century.

$250 - $350

25. A SuPerB inuit ShAmAn’S FiGurine, 
inuit; AlASkA

The small half-figure with elongated head 
above wide shoulders and angular pendulous 
breasts, cubistically carved, the torso tapering 

and then a wide flange at the base. The overall 
patina exceptional. A truly magnificent carving. 

H. 1 3/8”

Provenance:
Ex. Larry Franck Collection, Taos, NM

$1,000 - $2,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-24.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-24.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-25.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-25.html


26. A Fine AnD hiStoriCAlly imPortAnt 
tlinGit Bone trAP-StAke, yAkutAt 
tlinGit; BC, CAnADA; AlASkA, uSA

Carved from bone, the stake with a seal 
atop a cubistically rendered head with coif 
or headgear indicated by a serrated ridge, 
the mouth carved simply with pointed 
chin; the stake bowed in a graceful arch. H. 
11 5/8”

Provenance:
Collected at Yakutat Bay by Ralph 
Stockman Tarr in 1903 on a US Geological 
Survey mission.

$2,000 - $3,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-26.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-26.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-26.html


27. A SuPerB 19th C. tlinGit eAGle-
heAD ShAmAn’S rAttle, tlinGit 

PeoPle; BC, CAnADA; AlASkA, uSA

A Superb and old rattle; the upper portion 
in the form of an eagle’s face with hooked 

beak beneath ovoid eyes and arching 
brows, the whole with original red 

and black pigments, remains of animal 
hair atop the head. The handle with an 

exceptional patina of use. 1880’s or earlier. 
On a custom base. H. 10”

Provenance:
Collected at Yakutat Bay by Ralph 

Stockman Tarr in 1903 on a US Geological 
Survey mission.

Publication History:
Arte Primitivo, 9/2011; Lot 270 - Front 

cover illustration.

$8,000 - $12,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-27.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-27.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-27.html


rAlPh StoCkmAn tArr    
PoPulAr  meChAniCS 1912

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ralph_Stockman_Tarr


29. A rAre AnD BeAutiFul tlinGit rAven mASk, tlinGit; 
BC, CAnADA/ AlASkA, uSA

The beautifully carved mask with flattened head, large ocular orbits infilled 
with old traditional blue pigment and black pupils, attenuated beak with 
a sloping gentle curve, the beak carved to illustrate the upper and lower 

portions (indicating this was not part of an articulated mask, but is a complete 
composition), Exceptional in every way, fine age - likely turn of the century or 

earlier. Some minor pigment loss, but not affecting the piece.

The long thin beak carved in one piece may indicate that this mask was used to 
depict ‘Young Raven’ or ‘Little Raven’ in performance. L. 19 1/2”

Provenance:
Ex. Palos Verdes Estate, CA

$12,000 - $18,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-29.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-29.html




28. A Fine tlinGit StoPPer or StAFF FiniAl, 
tlinGit; BC, CAnADA; AlASkA, uSA

In the form of a stylized wolf (?) head with 
high thin ears, classical eyes, pigmented black, 

in deep concave orbits, the snout abstracted 
and curving downward, the mouth with red 

pigment above a small section pierced for 
attachment - possibly a fragment of a larger 

object that was kept and reused due to its 
beauty and age. Exceptional carving. H. 5”

ProvenAnCe:
ex. PrivAte Berkeley CA. ColleCtion.

$2,000 - $3,000

30. A Fine AnD rAre hAiDA or tlinGit 
ShAmAn’S ChArm in the Form oF A 
FroG., hAiDA or tlinGit; BC, CAnADA; 
AlASkA, uSA

The fine old charm in the form of a 
flattened and splayed frog of classical 
Northwest Coast style, the mouth slightly 
open and the body powerfully carved, 
the rear pierced for attachment of a hide 
suspension cord, the bottom bowed 
and concave. Fine lustrous patina from 
handling and use. L. 2 1/2”

Provenance:
Ex. Private Washington State collection

$4,000 - $6,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-28.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-28.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-30.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-30.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-30.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-30.html


31. A Fine PlAinS PiPe with quilleD 
Stem AnD CAtlinite Bowl, 
mAnDAn; uSA

The long stem with quilled 
designs in pink and yellow with 
faded purple, some losses; old 
silk ribbon and fine patina. The 
catlinite T-Bowl of classical form 
with fine signs of use and wear. 
Late 19th C. to early 20th. L. 27”

Provenance:
Ex. Cowan’s, 3/11, lot 274

$1,200 - $1,800

32.  A Fine AnD rAre PueBlo inDiAn 
humAn FetiSh FiGure, PueBlo inDiAn, 

PoSSiBly zuni; new mexiCo, uSA

The unusual and fine figure of stone with 
small face on the tapering head with 

round eyes, small nose and tiny mouth; 
the head apparently reattached in a 

native context, remains of green pigment 
possibly from old copper wire, the arms 

in squared form on the chest. Very 
unusual and rare to find. A powerful and 

haunting carving. H. 3 1/2”

Provenance:
Ex. Larry Franck Collection, Taos, NM

$2,000 - $3,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-31.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-31.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-31.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-32.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-32.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-32.html


33. A SuPerB mAyAn JADeite mASkette, mAyAn, ClASSiCAl PerioD     
C. 250 - 900 AD; mexiCo/GuAtemAlA

The maskette with sloping brow with arched ocular orbits, elegant long 
nose, the eyes carefully carved and once inlaid, the lips finely detailed 
and expressive; the whole in mottled green jadeite with darker brown 
and yellow inclusions, pierced at each side for attachment; magnificent 
carving, Pieced together from two large original pieces, professionally 

done and barely visible. Superb. H. 3 1/4”

Provenance:
Stendahl Gallery, New York, USA, 1950’s.

Ex. Private US collection.

 $1,000 - $1,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-33.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-33.html


34.  A SuPerB teotihuACAn Stone liFe/DeAth mASkette, 
teotihuACAn, ClASSiCAl PerioD, C. 300-900 AD; mexiCo

The maskette in a light mottled green jadeite, the expressive 
face bifurcated and with one one side carved as a classical 

Teotihuacanoid maskette with small eyes, and wide cheeks and 
mouth with some Olmecoid influence; the other side of the face 

skeletal with large ocular orbit, skeletal nose and mouth and 
deeply cut cheekbones. Pierced at the sides for attachment. A fine 

and rare example. H. 2 3/4”

Provenance:
Ex. Robert Berg Collection, San Diego, CA

 $2,000 - $3,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-34.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-34.html


35. A Fine AnD lovely teotihuACAn humAn/owl mASkette, 
teotihuACAn, C. 450 to 650 AD.; mexiCo

The maskette in classical Teotihuacan style with large ovoid eyes 
(inlays missing as is usual) high rounded brow and wide nose with 
expressive fleshy lips. The mask surmounted by an owl acting as a 
headdress; the entire mask however when viewed from the reverse 
assumes the shape of an owl due to the angle and placement of the 

suspension holes when viewed from the reverse. An exceptional 
and beautiful example. H. 2”

Provenance:
Ex. Robert Berg Collection, San Diego

$1,000 - $2,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-35.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-35.html


OceAnic Art
melAneSiA, pOlyneSiA, hAwAii

lOtS 36-123



36. A SuPerB FiJiAn totokiA BeAkeD CluB; 
FiJi

The club of fine elongated form, the long 
shaft with exceptional patination, the grip 
with typical stone cut zigzag pattern, the 

shaft gently arching back and bending 
with a powerfully carved knob with 

raised bosses and pointed beak, the shaft 
with possible ‘kill hole’ another possible 
at the butt. Textbook example. L. 35 1/2”

Provenance:
Ex. Private collection, Florida

$3,000 - $5,000

37. A Fine FiJiAn ‘kiAkAvo’ GunStoCk 
CluB; FiJi

Of classical form with long shaft with 
knobbed butt-end, the club with arching 
head the underside roughened, the top 
with angular spur, the front with thin 
medial raised ridge. Fine patina and 

excellent surface. L. 32”

Provenance:
William S. Cary, Nantucket, MA

$600 - $900

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-36.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-36.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-37.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-37.html


38. A Fine AnD rAre FiJiAn PrieSt’S StAFF ‘titoko’; FiJi

The long slender staff of hard dense blond wood with fine variegated surface 
patina, the upper third decorated with classical zigzag patterns found at the butt-

ends of Fijian clubs, the tip tapering to a rounded point. A rare and beautiful piece. 
H. 49”

Provenance:
From a private New Zealand collection

$1,200 - $1,800

39. A Fine FiJiAn whAle’S tooth neCklACe; tAmBuA; FiJi

The necklace of classical form with finely braided sennit band of square section, the 
tooth with exceptional patina. A fine and lovely example. L. 21” overall

Provenance:
Ex. Old Private collection, New Hampshire

$600 - $900

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-38.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-39.html


40. A SuPerB tonGAn neCkreSt; kAli lAloni; kinGDom oF tonGA

Beautifully carved, the pillow of flaring form with exceptional patina 
and uncleaned or played with, the struts attached by means of fiber 

binding with squared feet and a lower strut connecting them on each. 
Fine ridged under-surface. An exceptionally fine example. L. 20 1/2 ”

Comments:
Property of an East Coast private collection

Provenance:
Ex. Private new Zealand collection

$2,000 - $3,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-40.html


41. A Fine AnD BeAutiFully CArveD 
AuStrAl iSlAnDS PADDle; AuStrAl 

iSlAnDS

The elaborately carved paddle with long 
slender handle with knop in the form of 
eight stylized dancing figures, the top 
with concentric sun motifs, the handle 

carved completely with geometric square 
and ‘X’ motifs, the long wide blade carved 
similarly, small asymmetrical areas of the 
sides of the paddle blade carved as well; 

the entire paddle with fine old patina and 
darken surface from handling. A classical 

and fine example of good size and 
condition. L. 41 1/2”

Provenance:
Ex. Private old New Hampshire Collection

$4,000 - $6,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-41.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-41.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-41.html


42. A Fine AnD well CArveD mAori nePhrite 
tiki, mAori; new zeAlAnD

The carved Tiki of classical form with large head 
turned to the side, the eyes with remains of red 
sealing wax infill, nose with flaring nostrils and open 
mouth, the figure with arms to the bent legs and legs 
characteristically curled at the knees; openwork spaces 
between the body and the arms and the legs, hole 
pierced at top of head for attachment; fine old surface 
from use and rubbing, excellent color to the nephrite. 
fine example. H. 2 3/4”

Provenance:
Ex. Old Private collection, New Hampshire

 $3,000 - $5,000

43. A Fine mAori rotoruA houSe BoArD, 
mAori; new zeAlAnD

The board powerfully and beautifully carved in high 
relief with a figure with classical Maori face with large 
eyes and projecting tongue, with fish-like body; the 
whole covered with scale-patterns and Maori spiraling 
design motifs, the background with curvilinear patterns. 
Exceptional and powerful carving. H. 45”

Provenance:
S. Barton Babbage, Wellington, New Zealand

$2,000 - $3,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-42.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-42.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-43.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-43.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-43.html


44. A very Fine AnD rAre humAn Bone tiki, mAori; new zeAlAnD

The Tiki of bowed shape, the head turned slightly to the right with typical 
features and Paua shell inlays, the body with spiral motifs at the joint marks, 
hands to thighs and feet touching. The reverse with clear indication of blood 
vessel indentations consistent with human skull-cap. Fine old patina and fine 

carving. Label with the number ‘2286’ to reverse. H. 4 3/8”

Tikis of this type are known from the Middle 19th C. and are found in 
numerous museums; the British Museum has two examples in its Maori 

holdings.

Provenance:
Ex. John and Marcia Friede, Rye NY

$4,000 - $6,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-44.html


45. A lArGe AnD rAre mAori kAuri 
Gum FemAle BuSt, mAori; 

new zeAlAnD

The large female bust made of Kauri 
resin, depicting a high ranking woman 
with female Moko to the face, the hair 

beautifully carved falling onto the 
shoulders and the face with naturalistic 
treatment of the feature. Unusual for its 

size and attention to fine detail. H. 6”

Provenance:
Ex. Private collection, Auckland, New 

Zealand

 $2,000 - $3,000

46. A BeAutiFul AnD exCePtionAlly 
rAre hAwAiiAn Stone mirror, 
hAwAii; uSA

Kilo Pohaku’; The pre-contact mirror of 
basalt and carved in the form of a flattened 
disk with small hole pierced at the top for 
attachment, drilled from either side. The 
stone with beautiful natural grain. The 
Mirror in a frame of Koa wood, modern, 
but made to hold it, and with an award 
for the finest presentation mount, at Aloha 
week, 1990. D. 2 3/4”

Hawaiian stone mirrors are among the 
rarest of all Hawaiian lithic items. Only a 
handful are known to exist, and the vast 
majority of these are in Museums. It is 
presumed that they were rubbed with oil 
and used as mirrors by high ranking nobles; 
a divinatory useage can not be ruled out 
either.

Provenance:
Private Hawaiian collection

$8,000 - $12,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-45.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-45.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-45.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-46.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-46.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-46.html


47. A Fine hAwAiiAn Stone knoBBeD PounDer, 
hAwAii; uSA

Of classical form, the pounder of long-
necked narrow waisted form, the top with 

classical knobbed finial, excellent patina and 
wear.A ;lovely example. H.7 1/2”

Provenance:
Ex. John Warriner, Hawaii

$1,000 - $2,000

48. A SuPerB hAwAiiAn humAn Bone FiSh 
hook, hAwAii; uSA

The bone hook of graceful curving form, the 
the inner tip barbed twice while the outer 
edge has a single barb, the whole in the 

shape of a predatory fish or shark; rare and 
excellent. H. 2 1/8”

Provenance:
Ex Private Kailua Kona collection, Hawaii

$1,200 - $1,800

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-47.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-47.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-48.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-48.html


49. A Fine hAwAiiAn AvA Bowl, hAwAii; uSA

Carved of Kou wood, The Bowl of elongated 
lozenge form with tapering end and widening 
‘fishtail’, overall fine surface patina and lovely 

carving. This lot is accompanied by a letter from 
the Polynesian Society accepting the former 

owner of the bowl into the Society, and dated 
July 1892. H. 4 ”

Provenance:
Ex. Alex Thompson Esq., Dunedin, New 

Zealand C. 1892

$2,000 - $3,000

50. A Fine AnD lArGe hAwAiiAn kAPA BeAter, 
hAwAii; uSA

The large old Kapa pounder with exceptional 
patina; of classical form with tapered handle 

that emerges from the squared-section pounder, 
the sides with linear striations, with glassy 

lustrous surface. A very fine and early example. 
H. 15 3/4”

Provenance:
Ex. John Warriner, Hawaii

$3,000 - $5,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-49.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-50.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-50.html


51. A Fine hAwAiiAn CAlABASh Bowl, hAwAii; 
uSA

The bowl with fine grain and lovely surface of 
Kou wood, with some small cracks and areas 
of depredation. Overall fine example. H. 5 3/4”, 
Diam 7 1/2”

Provenance:
Ex. John C. Edler, Indiana

$500 - $700

52. A Fine hAwAiiAn revivAl PerioD PoSt-
StAtue oF the GoD lono, hAwAii; uSA

Of powerful and classical form, the statue with 
worn and sun-bleached surface, the figure carved 
in classical style during the revival period, with 
high arching coif and expressive face, the body 
well proportioned and with visible musculature 
standing on an integral base.Lono was the 
primary god of agriculture and Music and dance. 
There is speculation that Captain Cook was 
mistaken for an incarnation of him during his ill-
fated third voyage. H. 50 1/2”

Provenance:
John Warriner Colletion, Hawaii

$2,000 - $3,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-50.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-50.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-51.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-51.html


53. A Fine AnD rAre eASter iSlAnD oBSiDiAn 
SPeAr Point, mAtA’A, eASter iSlAnD; Chile

The large obsidian point of fan shape with 
knapped edges and still sharp in places, 

exceptional condition. Remains of encrustation 
from having been buried; excavated patination. 

H. 6 1/2”

Points of this type though quite large were 
actually hafted to use both as knife blades and as 
spear points. The sharp obsidian point was quite 
lethal and was the lithic point of choice in Easter 

Island warfare. ALmost certainly pre-contact, 
thus 18th Century or earlier.

Provenance:
Ex. Private Australian Collection

Ex. John C. Edler, from his private collection to 
the current owner.

$700 - $900

54. A Fine AnD olD nukuoro 
CoConut GrAtinG Stool, 
nukuoro Atoll; miCroneSiA

Likely 19th C., the stool of 
powerful form with loss 
of blade at tip as expected; 
the form in imitation of a 
zoomorph with wide seat and 
perfect cubistic line and form. 
Excellent old patina of age and 
use. Deeply saturated with oil 
from shredding coconut. A fine 
and rare example. H. 15 1/2”, W. 
22 1/2”

Provenance:
Ex. Hawaiian Private collection
Ex. Webb’s Auctions, New 
Zealand

$2,000 - $3,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-53.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-53.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-53.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-54.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-54.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-54.html


55. A SuPerB AnD olD mAtty iSlAnD Bowl, 
wuvulu; weStern iSlAnDS; PAPuA new GuineA

The bowl of highly abstracted and geometric form, 
elongated rectangular body with squared bottom, 
the sides characteristically incurving, the surface 
exceptional with a deep patina and signs of extensive 
wear and use. A wonderful and early example. 
L. 21 1/2”

Provenance:
Field collected by Dr. Edmond Pease, ABCFM; 
Boston USA

$2,000 - $3,000

56.  A Fine AnD rAre ontonG JAvA Shell ChiSel, 
ontonG JAvA; Solomon iSlAnDS

The exceptionally rare chisel made from fossilized 
giant clam shell, and carved into an elongated form 
with sharp rounded cutting edge at top. Objects 
from Ontong Java are rare and do not often come to 
market. L. 7 1/2”

Provenance:
Collected by Dr. Gerald Bloom as part of the Harvard 
epidemiological expeditions of the Solomon Islands 
and papua New Guinea, in the 1950’s.

$400 - $600

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-55.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-55.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-56.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-56.html


57. two ABoriGinAl imPlementS; AuStrAliA

The first a fine stone-carved Churinga from the 
Western Desert of typical form with geometric 
patterning to the entire surface in the form of seven 
‘U’ shaped concentric devices; the other a classical 
Queensland throwing stick of tapering form with 
pointed ends. Both with superb patina. H. 17 1/4” & 
27 1/4”

Provenance:
Ex. Private collection, Auckland, New Zealand

$2,000 - $3,000

58. An  ASmAt heADhuntinG trumPet, ASmAt 
(CoAStAl); iriAn JAyA

The bamboo trumpet carved with lozenge patterns 
about the entire surface, fine aged patina from use. 
H. 11 1/4”

Comments:
Property of a New York Private Collector

Provenance:
Field collected by Todd Barlin, C. 1980’s

$300 - $500

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-57.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-58.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-58.html


59. two ASmAt FeASt DiSheS, CoAStAl ASmAt, 
CASuArinA CoASt; iriAn JAyA

Each carved in boat-form, with stylized figures at the 
ends, one with a full figure crouching at one end and 
a head at the other ; the other with a stylized half-
figure with thready arms above a finely carved head, 
both with elaborate and typical designs to the outer 
surfaces. Fine examples. H. 38” & 32 1/4”

Provenance:
Ex. Emerson Woelffer, CA

$400 - $600

60. An exCePtionAl AnD rAre ASmAt DAnCe CoStume, ASmAt; weo villAGe; iriAn JAyA

An Asmat funerary costume of classical form, known as Jipaae, completely composed of woven netted 
fiber and rattan with wooden eyes on stalks and a wooden stick atop the head, with remains of white 
feathers. Costumes such as this were utilized in a final farewell to the dead, as the costumes would appear 
in the village, each named for a deceased villager, and would finally leave. H. 85” overall

Another mask from the same display was donated by Barlin to the Musee du Quay Branly, Inv. 
72.1995.6.3. This lot is accompanied by four field photographs taken by Todd Barlin of the mask and 
others being used in Weo village.

Provenance:
Field collected by Todd Barlin in Weo village (West Asmat) the 1980’s.

 $1,800 - $2,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-59.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-59.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emerson_Woelffer
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-60.html


61. An ASmAt FeASt DiSh, CoAStAl ASmAt, 
CASuArinA CoASt; iriAn JAyA

The bowl with a classical asmat figure atop bent 
so that the arms and leg form a square-shape 
with the torso and the bowl top, a small head 
carved between the figure and the bowl, the 
bowl exterior with typical ‘Ainor’ patterns in red 
against white, the back hollowed out for feasting. 
Fine and well carved example. H. 29 1/4”

Provenance:
Ex. Emerson Woelffer, CA

$400 - $600

62.  A Fine ASmAt ShielD, northeAStern 
ASmAt; tChitAk reGion (AreA C); iriAn JAyA

The shield of monumental form, the surface with 
three stacked sets of radiating four-part circular 

motifs in black, white and pinkish-red; the top 
with stylized face and an area of old damage to 
the proper left side. The Handle large and well 

balanced. Most certainly made for traditional use. 
H. 79”

Provenance:
Ex. Private Dutch collection.

$900 - $1,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-61.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-61.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-62.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-62.html


63. A mimikA FiGure, mimikA; iriAn JAyA

The figure of classical geometric form, the body 
carved in openwork style and heavily coated with 
white pigment; wearing a patrol officer’s cap. A 
fine and rare example. H. 20 1/2”

Comments:
Property of a New York Private Collector

Provenance:
Field collected by Koos Knoll, Netherlands

$500 - $700

64. A Fine mimikA yAmAte BoArD, mimikA ; 
iriAn JAyA

The fine old example of typical form, carved with 
opposing human figures atop in a squared panel 
above classical Mimika geometric raised designs 

with remains of white infill. H. 52 1/4’’

Comments:
Property of a New York Private collector

Provenance:
Field collected by Koos Knol.

Thence to a private NY collection

 $700 - $900

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-64.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-64.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-64.html


65.  A Fine AnD rAre lAke SentAni FeASt PlAte, 
lAke SentAni; iriAn JAyA

The plate of classical form with deeply 
incised carving to the outer surface of a 
stylized Lizard or turtle with classical Sentani 
curvilinear patterns around the central figure 
and designs to the zoomorphs back. A fine 
carving with age and use. L. 19 1/4”

Provenance:
Field collected by Todd Barlin at Lake Sentani 
in the 1980’s.

$400 - $600

66.  A rAre DAni or lAni SPirit BoArD, 
DAni or lAni PeoPleS; iriAn JAyA

The simple board with engraved 
geometric designs, in zigzags and 

concentric linear motifs in red, black and 
white; deeply carved and with a raw back. 
A powerful carving and quite graphic and 

bold. H. 41 1/2”

Provenance:
Field collected by Todd Barlin in the Irian 

Jayan Highlands, C. 1980’s.

$400 - $600

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-65.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-65.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-66.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-66.html


67. A Fine huon GulF FeASt Bowl, huon GulF; tAmi 
or SiASSi iSlAnDS; PAPuA new GuineA

The long ovoid bowl beautifully carved with thin 
walls and darkened, the sides with raised designs 
in the form of a stylized figure with outstretched 
arms in the center and squid-like zoomorphs at 
either end. Remains of white infill. A fine and rare 
example. L. 39 1/2”

Provenance:
Field collected by John C. Edler in the Huon Gulf 
over 20 years ago

$600 - $900

68.  A Fine AnD extremely olD lower SePik GArAmut 
Drum, lower SePik river; PAPuA new GuineA

The drum of classical style but ancient, and likely 
stone-carved; the handles with faces with narrow 
pointed eyes and large noses and remains of small 
mouths. The wood desiccated and almost ossified. 
Probably 19th C. L. 86”

Provenance:
Field collected by John C. Edler on the Lower Sepik 
In the early 1970’s, and from his private collection, 
thence to the current owner.

$2,500 - $3,500

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-67.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-67.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-68.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-68.html


69.  A SuPerB AnD rAre PAir oF lower SePik mASkS, lower SePik river; PAPuA new GuineA

The masks of avian form, each with a crest rising from above the beaked noses, pigmented 
elaborately with yellow, red, black and white pigment with green areas; the bite stick on one mask 
remaining; gorgeous carvings and extremely rare to find a mated male and female set. Older fine 

examples. H. 17” each

Provenance:
Field collected by John C. Edler on the Lower Sepik In the early 1970’s, and from his private 

collection, thence to the current owner.

$5,000 - $7,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-69.html


70.  A Fine PAir oF SePik PlAinS mASkS, lower SePik/ SePik PlAinS; PAPuA new GuineA

A fine and very rare set of matched and mated face masks, the male with long pointed nose and 
raised ocular region with small eyes, remains of white pigment on the dusky surface; the female with 
some age deterioration, the face broad and with a high brow, wide nose and simple mouth. Both with 

old surfaces with age cracks and wear. Fine examples. H. 22 1/2” & 19”

Provenance:
Ex. Private Australian Collection

Ex. John C. Edler, from his private collection to the current owner.

$5,000 - $7,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-70.html


71. A Fine AnD olD lower SePik or rAmu mASk, lower 
SePik or rAmu riverS; PAPuA new GuineA

The fine old mask of large form and with bulging 
brow with stylized bird carved in low relief, the face 
with inset shell disk eyes, the nose broad and curling, 
the mouth small and simple; remains of old red 
enamel paint and blue around the eyes, with older 
areas of pigment showing where the paint is flaking 
off. A very fine and old example. H. 19”

Provenance:
Field collected by John C. Edler on the Lower Sepik 
In the early 1970’s, and from his private collection, 
thence to the current owner.

$2,500 - $3,500

73.  A lower SePik DAnCe mASk, lower SePik or rAmu 
riverS; PAPuA new GuineA

The mask of classical form with high pointed head, 
curvilinear designs incised across the brow and 

narrow eyes in a band, the nose wide, tapering into a 
thing curling form. An incised band representing the 

mouth. Fine dusky surface. H. 23”

Provenance:
Ex. Zamanek auctions, Germany

$700 - $900

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-71.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-71.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-73.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-73.html


72. A PAir oF SePik BirD mASkS, lower SePik/ SePik PlAinS; PAPuA new GuineA

The matched pair of masks depicting birds with long beaks and likely gendered male and 
female; one with a larger more bulbous forehead and wider beak, the other with a narrower 

beak and smaller forehead as well as a serrated perimeter. Nice variegated patinas with 
highlights of pigment. H. 16”, 17”

Provenance:
Ex. Midwestern private collection

$1,800 - $2,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-72.html


74.  An exCePtionAl AnD imPortAnt yuAt river 
ShielD, PAPuA new GuineA, yuAt river; 

PAPuA new GuineA

The fine old shield with three mask like faces 
the top still retaining much original pigment, 
curvilinear motifs and serrations, the reverse 

with raised ribs which would have once held the 
original handle in place. Old painted inventory 

number 27540 and a small paper tag with the same 
number and the price $1950.00 attached to a piece 
of wire at the reverse. overall superb carving and a 

fine and early example. H. 69 1/4’’

This lot is accompanied by a photo certificate 
from the previous owner attesting to the purchase 
from the estate of Josefa Carlebach with a copy of 

cancelled check (private information redacted).

Provenance:
Field collected by Countess Ingeborg de Beausacq 

on the Yuat River prior to 1962
Ex. Julius Carlebach, C. 1962 or earlier

Ex. Josefa Carlebach
sold by the estate of Josefa Carlebach from her 

personal collection
Ex. Private NY collection

$9,000 - $12,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-74.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-74.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-74.html


76.

77.  A SuPerB miDDle SePik river houSeBoArD, 
BlACkwAter AreA; SAnGrimAn villAGe; PAPuA 

new GuineA

The monumental board carved from a single long 
plank, possibly from the bottom of an old war 

canoe; The design composed of four stacked heads 
elaborately carved with deep incising and remains 
of pigment, the center with a raised medial ridge 
bisecting each face, some wear and depredation 

due to age and traditional use. H. 96 1/2”

This board is virtually identical though superior 
and apparently older than two examples in MFV 

Frankfurt (Sepik 4751 & Sepik 4752) which are 
identified as Blackwater, from Sangriman village; 
see Tribus #14, Haberland, ‘Schilde aus der Sepik-
Region’ , p. 179. Like those examples, this board 
has no handle at the back, which is appropriate 

given its immense size.

Provenance:
Ex. Serge Brignoni, Berne

Christie’s, Amsterdam; December 2001, Lot 193.
Private Dutch collection

$9,000 - $12,000

  

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-77.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-77.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-77.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-77.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-77.html


75.  A Fine AnD PowerFul iAtmul horn, miDDle 
SePik, iAtmul PeoPle ; PAPuA new GuineA

The trumpet with a classical Middle Sepik head 
remains of clay top that once held a coif of human 
hair in place, the face carved with inset shell eyes, 

the nose long and flaring and the lips with full smile. 
The body of the trumpet with lozenge designs with 
blow-hole to the front. Fine old patina from use and 
some signs of old insect damage. A lovely example. 

H. 19”

Provenance:
Ex. John C. Edler, Indiana

$500 - $700

76. A miDDle SePik Stool, iAtmul, miDDle SePik; 
PAPuA new GuineA

The stool of classical form, with large seat with 
carved perimeter in scalloped patterning, the struts 

wide and with rounded carved faces, with some 
insect depredation, the feet similarly carved with 

curvilinear motifs. Fine old example. W. 24”, H. 11”

Provenance:
Field collected by John C. Edler on the Sepik in the 

mid-1970’s.

$500 - $700

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-75.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-75.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-761.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-761.html


78. An unuSuAl miDDle SePik DAnCe imPlement, iAtmul, 
miDDle SePik; PAPuA new GuineA

The unusual baton in the form of a kneeling figure with 
extensive human hair, the brow with nassa shells in a dark 
mastic the face of classical style, well carved with large 
eyes, long flaring nose and aggressive mouth, the body 
proportionally carved with fine musculature, the figure 
kneeling below, an area with mastic inset with a multitude of 
nassa shells and penis emerging beneath. Fine old encrusted 
and totally original, uncleaned surface. H. 18”

Comments:
Property of a Midwestern private collector

Provenance:
Ex. Midwestern private collection

$900 - $1,200

79.  A Fine kArAwAri FiGure, ewA PeoPleS, kArAwAri river; 
PAPuA new GuineA

An unusual Karawari figure with large flattened face with 
deeply concave facial planes with eyes and nose emerging from 
breach, the body similarly composed with flat concave back 
with raised openwork ‘anatomical’ features, the whole with 
signs of erosion from exposure to the elements and having been 
left in a Rock-shelter. H. 54”

This unusual figure was found by John C. Edler in the karawari 
area and kept in his personal collection for many years. It is an 
unusual example from an outlying area.

Provenance:
Field collected by John C. Edler on the Karawari River over 20 
years ago

$1,200 - $1,800

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-78.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-78.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-79.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-79.html


80. A Fine AnD well CArveD kArAwAri 
FiGure, ewA PeoPleS, kArAwAri river; PAPuA 

new GuineA

The figure of the type more commonly kept in 
the men’s houses rather than in rock shelters, 

with attenuated body with hooks about a 
central jutting ‘heart’, the head with high 

forehead, cowrie inset eyes, long nose and 
jutting chin, the whole above a typical leg. Fine 
overall patina with remains of encrustation and 

ritual materials. H. 67”

Provenance:
Field collected by Bruce Lawes, early 1970’s

Ex. Bay area Professor’s collection, purchased 
from Lawes.

 $1,200 - $1,800

81.  A SuPerB kArAwAri CAve FiGure, ewA 
PeoPle, kArAwAri river; PAPuA new GuineA

The figure with classical Karawari face with 
raised eyes and jutting chin above sections with 
incising, the central portion with an openwork 
serrated spiral above a long openwork panel 
with a central serrated rib; the whole above a 

stylized leg. Fine patina of erosion commensurate 
with exposure to the elements over a long period 

of time. H. 57”

Provenance:
George Kennedy collection, Los Angeles

$2,000 - $3,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-80.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-80.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-80.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-81.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-81.html


82.   A Fine AnD rAre hunStien mountAin 
CArvinG, hunStien rAnGe; PAPuA new GuineA

The Garra carving of massive form and made 
correctly from dense hardwood bowed at the back, 
depicting a large lozenge-shaped face with interior 
raised section with protruding eyes, the whole with 
hook projections from above and below pointing to 
the center in characteristic style, below the interior 

circlet, a mouth cut through with indication of teeth. 
Remains of original pigment covered with dirt and 

encrustation. A very fine and traditionally used 
example. H. 42 1/2”

This example, collected by Rudi Caesar in 1981 still 
has the intact tag with the field data and inventory 

number.

Provenance:
Field collected in the Hunstien Mountain area by 

Rudi Caesar, 1981.

$2,500 - $3,500

83.  A Fine AnD unuSuAl wAShkuk men’S 
houSe DeCorAtion , kwomA wAShkuk; 

PAPuA new GuineA

The large unusual carving, possibly once 
attached to an architectural element in a men’s 
house in the form of three stacked heads with 
unusual facial elements attaching the eyes to 
the mouths, according to the field collector 

the figure probably represented trophy heads 
taken in battle. fine old patina, with remains of 

numerous layers of pigment encrustation. 
H. 52 1/2’’

Provenance:
Field collected by John C. Edler in the Kwoma 

Washkuk village of Meno over 20 years ago

$2,000 - $3,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-82.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-82.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-83.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-83.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-83.html


84.  two kwomA wAShkuk PAlm PAnelS, 
kwomA wAShkuk; PAPuA new GuineA

The panels painted on palm spathes in 
native pigments of black, red, yellow and 

white, one with a pair of opposing faces and 
linear patterns, the other with three circular 

designs with stylized faces inside. The 
reverse of one panel with the word ‘Vero’ 

painted on. Panels of this type were used to 
decorate the inside interior of men’s houses 
among the Washkuk and other peoples. The 
designs are often totemic, but can be highly 

personal in nature. H. 46 1/4” & 53 3/4”

Provenance:
Field collected by John C. Edler in Meno 
Village, Kwoma- Washkuk, over 20 years 

ago

$400 - $600

85.  two kwomA wAShkuk PAlm PAnelS, 
kwomA wAShkuk; PAPuA new GuineA

The panels painted on palm spathes in native 
pigments of black, red, yellow and white, 

one with a face and linear patterns coming 
from the top of the head, the other with three 

circular designs with cruciform patterns 
inside. Panels of this type were used to 

decorate the inside interior of men’s houses 
among the Washkuk and other peoples. The 
designs are often totemic, but can be highly 

personal in nature. H. 43 1/2” & 48 1/2”

Provenance:
Field collected by John C. Edler in Meno 

Village, Kwoma- Washkuk, over 20 years ago

$400 - $600

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-84.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-84.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-85.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-85.html


86.  A Fine wAShkuk minDJA BoArD, PAPuA 
new GuineA, nukumA, wAShkuk ; PAPuA 

new GuineA

Of classical Nukuma form, the board with 
raised head in the center with high rounded 

brow and heavy flat brow line, the eyes 
and mouth cut through, the top and bottom 

with whitened diamond shapes, a raised 
serpentined structure below the chin with 

some insect damage; a classical textbook 
example of the type with fine age and signs 

of age and traditional use. H. 65’’

Provenance:
Field collected by John C. Edler in Amaki 

Village, Nakuma Washkuk over 
20 years ago

$2,000 - $3,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-86.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-86.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-86.html


87.  A SuPerB nkumA wAShkuk yenA FiGure, 
nkumA wAShkuk, AmAki villAGe; PAPuA 

new GuineA

The figure of classical from, but exceptionally 
well executed, the face with high ringed 

perimeter, the brow thick and heavy over 
the flat facial plane, the eyes jutting forward 
and tubular, the nose angular and perfectly 
balanced above the simple smiling mouth. 

The face with remains of red enamel paint and 
old pigment, once white; the reverse with two 

prongs probably representing ears or a coif, the 
whole on a long characteristic support stake. 
A very fine example of older washkuk figural 

carving. H. 37 1/2”

Provenance:
Field collected by John C. Edler in Amaki 

Village, Nkuma - Washkuk, over 20 years ago

$900 - $1,200

88.  A Fine AnD well CArveD olDer kwomA 
wAShkuk yenA, kwomA-wAShkuk; PAPuA 

new GuineA

The Yena head extremely well carved with 
carved topknot or coif, the main portion with 

a deep concave facial plane, the nose carved as 
phallic and classical of the Kwoma Washkuk, 

the eyes as small nubs and with simple smiling 
mouth. The whole with numerous layers of 

pigment; the stake long and coming from the 
top of the composition with carved designs. 
A fine old figure of far higher quality than is 

usually found. H. 34”

Provenance:
Field collected by John C. Edler in Bangwis 

Village, Kwoma- Washkuk, over 20 years ago

$700 - $900

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-87.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-87.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-87.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-88.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-88.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-88.html


89.  A Fine AnD olD wAShkuk wAr ShielD, kwomA-
wAShkuk; PAPuA new GuineA

The shield of classical form, and carved in near-
hemispherical shape, the surface with typical clan 
designs of the Washkuk region possibly representing 
stylized faces. The surface mostly black but with loses 
to the pigments and a native repair running up the 
length where the shield has been tied back together 
and sealed with pitch. A fine old example that was 
used. H. 57 1/4”

This shield was field collected by an Australian patrol 
officer who later sold it to John C. Edler prior to 1980. 
It was one of two shields that were used in a murder 
trial in Ambunti, the seat of the regional government 
for witnesses to identify the shield designs in a revenge 
killing.

Provenance:
Ex. Collection John C. Edler, IN

$700 - $900

90.   A SuPerB AnD mASSive wAShkuk yenA FiGure, 
kwomA-wAShkuk; PAPuA new GuineA

Of powerful form carved in classical Kwoma-
Washkuk style, with long phallic nose, jutting 

eyes and upturned mouth with tounge protruding 
and carved in openwork; remains of pigment and 

encrustation with insect damage from being stored 
when not in use.The reverse with a short ‘hangar-
like’ peg rather than the more common long poles 
that are found on many. A much finer and earlier 

example than most. H. 47”

Provenance:
Field collected by John C. Edler in Meno Village, 

Kwoma- Washkuk, over 20 years ago

$1,200 - $1,800

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-89.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-89.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-90.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-90.html


92. A Fine AnD rAre wAShkuk - yeSSAn FiGure, 
north-CoAStAl wAShkuk, yeSSAn villAGe; PAPuA 

new GuineA

The rare figure with elongated face and and rounded 
chin, finely pigmented and with a geometricized 

body and arms and small breasts, terminating in a 
stick-like base. H. 40”

Among the Inhabitants of Yessan village, which is 
stylistically related to both the Nkuma Washkuk 

and Non-Washkuk peoples to the North, these rare 
figures served the function of Yena figures, which in 

the rest of washkuk country are only portrayed as 
heads. This rare figure was one of only several that 

Edler collector on his only trip to Yessan.

Provenance:
Field collected by John C. Edler in Yessan Village, 

Mayo/Nkuma- Washkuk, over 20 years ago

$1,200 - $1,800

91.  A Fine AnD well CArveD nukumA 
wAShkuk noGwei FiGure , nukumA 
wAShkuk; PAPuA new GuineA

The figure carved in classical style for the 
region with small rounded head and elongated 
body with incised designs on the torso and 
remains of pigment, fine old patina. H. 45 1/2’’

Provenance:
Field collected by John C. Edler in Amaki 
Village, Nakuma Washkuk over 20 years ago

$1,200 - $1,800

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-92.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-92.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-92.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-91.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-91.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-91.html


93. A Fine AnD rAre 
wAShkuk BoAr’S Skin 
ShielD, wAShkuk; PAPuA 
new GuineA

The shield of Boar’s 
hide stretched on a 
wooden frame and with 
hide lashing about the 
perimeter, the upper 
portion with an area of sen 
lashing, possibly to tie up 
a torn portion of the hide. 
Rare and fine example. H. 
49”

Provenance: 
Ex. Midwestern private 
collection

$700 - $900

95. An uPPer SePik wAr 
ShielD, woGAmuS , 
woGAmuS villAGe; PAPuA 
new GuineA

Of classical form the 
shield with three central 
heads, with typical smiling 
mouths allowing the shield 
to be viewed with either 
side facing up, typical 
curvilinear motifs the hole 
with red, white, black and 
yellow pigment; remains of 
the original handle at the 
reverse. H. 61 1/2’’

Provenance: 
Field collected by John C. 
Edler on the Upper Sepik 
River in Wogamus village 
over 20 years ago 

$1,200 - $1,800

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-93.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-93.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-93.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-93.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-95.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-95.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-95.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-95.html


94. A Fine AnD rAre uPPer SePik ShielD, iwAm, 
uPPer SePik; PAPuA new GuineA

The shield of classical style, with serrated 
curvilinear designs and eye-like shapes, the 
center with a band of radiating zigzags. The 
whole with a fine old surface and coated with 
numerous applications of red, white, yellow and 
black pigment. The back with raised flanges and 
attached handle. H. 70 1/2”

Provenance: 
Collected by Dr. Gerald Bloom as part of the 
Harvard epidemiological expeditions of the 
Solomon Islands and Papua New Guinea, in the 
1950’s.

$7,000 - $9,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-94.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-94.html


96.  An APril river SPirit BoArD, uPPer SePik; 
PAPuA new GuineA

The board with six stylized heads or flying 
fox elements, in yellow on a red ground with 
black and white highlights. The whole with 
fine old patina and signs of use. H. 77 3/4”

Boards of this type were utilized in large-
scale displays and were stored by the clans 
that owned them when not in use.

Provenance: 
Field collected on the April River, C. 1985 

 $700 - $900

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-96.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-96.html


97.  A Fine AnD olD 
teleFomin wAr ShielD, 
okSiPmin PeoPle; PAPuA new 
GuineA

The shield with classical 
design of X-shaped stylized 
central pattern with 
curvilinear ends, the outer 
perimeter serrated; fine old 
surface patina and original 
handle. A lovely and 
powerful example. 
H. 58 1/4”

Provenance: 
Field collected by John C. 
Edler over 20 years ago 

$2,500 - $3,500

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-97.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-97.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-97.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-97.html


98.  A Fine AnD rAre yonGoru AnCeStor 
FrAGment, 19th C. or eArlier, yonGoru 
Boiken; PAPuA new GuineA

The figure of heavily aged and worn wood, 
almost ossified in places, the style still clear 
and powerful even after erosion; the heavy 
brow and body shape classical. Arms and legs 
deficient, though still bold and rare. H. 39 1/4”

Provenance: 
Field collected by John C. Edler among the 
Yongor over 20 years ago; found in a shelter 
where the village was keeping archaic 
fragments with ancestral remains. 

$1,800 - $2,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-98.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-98.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-98.html


99.  An ABelAm FiniAl, ABelAm; 
PAPuA new GuineA

Of powerful form, the finial in the form of a bird in 
flightwith head turned utilizing the natural shape 
of the wood, the lower portion with a carved and 
painted maprik style figure. Pigmented in red, white 
and black with signs of age and use. H. 51”

This lot is accompanied by a photo certificate from 
the previous owner attesting to the purchase from the 
estate of Josefa Carlebach with a copy of cancelled 
check “private information redacted”

Provenance: 
Field collected by Countess Ingeborg de Beausacq on the 
Yuat River prior to 1962
Ex. Julius Carlebach, C. 1962 or earlier 
Ex. Josefa Carlebach 
sold by the estate of Josefa Carlebach from her personal 
collection 
Ex. Private NY collection

$600 - $900

100.  A Fine ABelAm Drum, ABelAm; 
PAPuA new GuineA

The large drum with tympanum intact, 
intricately carved below the handle 

with classical Abelam designs and faces 
in high relief. On a custom base. 

H. 33 1/2”

Provenance: 
Ex. BC Galleries, Australia
Ex. John C. Edler, Indiana

$700 - $900

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-99.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-99.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-100.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-100.html


101.  A Fine ABelAm men’S houSe CArvinG, 
ABelAm, mAPrik reGion; PAPuA new GuineA

The figure with large head and high raised brow 
with ridge indicating headgear, with classical 

Abelam features such as long thin nose and smiling 
mouth with extensive polychromed surface, the 
central portion probably once with small arms, 
now deficient and worn over, the bottom with a 
reptile climbing upward. Insect depredation and 

wear, but still powerful and intact. A finer and older 
example than many. The back with carved loop for 

attachment to an architectural post. H. 35”

Provenance: 
Field collected by John C. Edler among the Abelam 

over 20 years ago

$900 - $1,200

102.  A Fine AnD rAre ArAPeSh AnCeStor FiGure, 
ArAPeSh, mAPrik reGion; PAPuA new GuineA

The figure with enlarged head with raised triangular 
coif, the brow large and prominent with tiny eyes 

and nose with pierced septum, the body ovoid 
and flattened at the back, the arms rising up and 
legs down; the whole with fine old surface over 

yellow and reddish pigment with black and white 
highlights. An excellent example. H. 37”

Provenance: 
Field collected by Bruce Lawes, early 1970’s

Ex. Bay area Professor’s collection, purchased from 
Lawes.

$4,000 - $6,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-101.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-101.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-102.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-102.html


103.  A new GuineA hiGhlAnDS PiG’S tooth 
neCklACe, weStern hiGhlAnDS; PAPuA new 
GuineA

Probably Mt. Hagen area, the necklace of finely 
braided fiber and with pigs teeth carefully 
attached to the entire perimeter. Fine old patina 
from use and wear. D. 14 1/2”

Provenance: 
Field collected by the current owner decades 
ago in Baimuru; Gulf Province, Papua New 
Guinea

$300 - $400

104.  An eAStern hiGhlAnDS DAnCe 
heADDreSS, SiAne PeoPle; eAStern 
hiGhlAnDS; PAPuA new GuineA

Of geometricized form, the plank with half-
circular cut-out at top, and triangular cut-out 
beneath it, the bottom with half-circular cut-out 
to be attached to the head; One side in Black, 
white, red, yellow and purple pigments with 
radiating circle, the other with black and yellow 
alternating zigzag band with white highlights. 
Small puncture marks made at all the linear 
surfaces. H. 35”

Though made in the 1970’s or slightly later, this 
headdress, known as a ‘gerua’ was traditionally 
used in dances according John C. Edler, the 
field collector. 

Provenance: 
Field collected by John C. Edler in The Southern 
Highlands among the Siane over 20 years ago 

$900 - $1,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-103.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-103.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-103.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-104.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-104.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-104.html


105.  A Fine PAPuAn GulF SPirit BoArD, 
CentrAl GulF, ProBABly wAPo or erA; 
PAPuA new GuineA

The board of classical form with a face on 
the upper third and complex curvilinear 
motifs throughout, the surface covered with 
dirt over a red field with white highlights 
and black linear patterns.The board 
tapering to a narrow point at the bottom. 
Fine old reverse, probably from an old war 
canoe. H. 40 1/2”

Provenance: 
Field collected by the current owner 
decades ago in Baimuru; Gulf Province, 
Papua New Guinea

$500 - $700

106.  A Fine PAPuAn GulF SPirit BoArD, 
CentrAl GulF; likely wAPo or erA; PAPuA 

new GuineA

The board of classical form with face in 
white against a predominantly red ground 

with black highlights. The design unusually 
thready and quite wonderful. The reverse 
with fine old patina; likely made from an 

old war canoe. H. 34”

Provenance: 
Field collected by the current owner 

decades ago in Baimuru; Gulf Province, 
Papua New Guinea

$500 - $700

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-105.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-105.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-105.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-106.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-106.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-106.html


107.  A Fine PAPuAn GulF SPirit BoArD, 
CentrAl GulF; likely urAmA iSlAnD; PAPuA 
new GuineA

Of classical form, the board with central 
stylized face with large eyes, patterns of 
stacked chevrons radiating above and 
below; good old surface. H. 35 1/2”

Provenance: 
Field collected by the current owner 
decades ago in Baimuru; Gulf Province, 
Papua New Guinea

$500 - $700

108. A Fine PAPuAn GulF SPirit BoArD, CentrAl 
GulF; likely wAPo or erA; PAPuA new GuineA

The board of typical form, the stylized figure 
in white with head created from opposing 

ribbon-like curvilinear motifs, the ‘body’ made 
as opposing zoomorphs, fine surface with red 

field and black highlights; good old reverse, 
probably made from an old war canoe. 

H. 30 1/2”

Provenance: 
Field collected by the current owner decades 

ago in Baimuru; Gulf Province, Papua New 
Guinea

$500 - $700

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-107.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-107.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-107.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-108.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-108.html


109.  A Fine PAPuAn GulF BiomA FiGure, 
CentrAl GulF; likely wAPo or erA; PAPuA 
new GuineA

The large Bioma figure with typical features 
such as face composed of opposing design 
elements, and white patterning on a red 
field; the figure with arms akimbo and 
hands to waist, the legs well delineated. 
Original fiber earrings. H. 34 1/2”

Provenance: 
Field collected by the current owner 
decades ago in Baimuru; Gulf Province, 
Papua New Guinea

$600 - $900

110.   A Fine PAPuAn GulF SPirit BoArD, CentrAl 
GulF; likely wAPo or erA; PAPuA new GuineA

The board of typical form, the stylized figure 
in white with head created from opposing 

ribbon-like curvilinear motifs, with additional 
curvilinear design elements to the middle 

and lower portion of the board; fine surface 
with red field and black highlights; good old 

reverse, probably made from an old war canoe. 
H. 33 1/2”

Provenance: 
Field collected by the current owner decades 

ago in Baimuru; Gulf Province, Papua New 
Guinea

$500 - $700

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-109.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-109.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-109.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-110.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-110.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-110.html


111.  A PAPuAn GulF SPirit BoArD, 
CentrAl GulF; likely wAPo or erA; 
PAPuA new GuineA

The board thick with remains of some 
insect depredation, carved with a face 
on the upper portion with typical 
curvilinear designs and concentric 
circles in white against a red ground 
with black highlights. H. 55”

$1,000 - $1,500

112.  A Fine PAPuAn GulF SPirit BoArD, 
CentrAl GulF; ProBABly urAmA ; PAPuA 

new GuineA

The board of classical form with central 
face in white with black on a red 

field, above and below hooked motifs 
possibly in imitation of anatomical 

parts. The board with splayed bottom. 
The back with dry surface, cut down 

from a larger old piece of wood, 
probably from an old war canoe. 

H. 41 1/2”

$500 - $700

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-111.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-111.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-111.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-112.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-112.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-112.html


113.  A GoGoDAlA CAnoe ornAment, ArAmiA 
river AreA; PAPuA new GuineA

In the form of a long lozenge-shaped board, 
the flat surface covered with bold Gogodala 
design elements in abstract curvilinear motifs, an 
openwork area at the upper part with resin and 
abrus seeds, the bottom with a classically carved 
Gogodala head with Abrus seed details. The 
board with cassowary feather decorations to the 
perimeter. H. 33 1/2”

Provenance: 
Ex. Midwestern private collection

$500 - $700

114.  A Fine AnD lArGe mArinD Anim Drum , 
mArinD Anim; iriAn JAyA

Of classical elongated hourglass shape the long 
drum with completely carved lower panels 

with curvilinear motifs and serrations in black 
orange/red and white, the well worn handle 

long and straight, the upper portion with “star-
motif” and remains of orange pigment the 

tympanum of fish skin still intact and tight. A 
rare and very fine example. H. 49 1/4’’

Provenance: 
Field collected by Todd Barlin in Dokid Village 

C. 1980s; with an original label in Barlin’s 
handwriting 

$1,800 - $2,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-113.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-113.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-114.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-114.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-114.html


116.  A Fine AnD BeAutiFul 
PAPuA new GuineA Shell 

neCklACe, PoSSiBly troBriAnD 
reGion; PAPuA new GuineA

The necklace composed of a 
finely woven circular collar 
with four rows of white sea-

snail shells in graduated sizes 
attached to the outer surface; 

exceptionally made and 
beautiful, in fine condition. 

H. 13”

Provenance: 
Ex. George Kennedy collection, 

CA

$600 - $900

115.  A Fine new GuineA 
neCklACe; PAPuA new GuineA

The necklace delicately made 
of the tops of conus shells each 
sewn to the fiber necklace with 

a small yellow bead holding 
them in place; beautiful and very 

finely worked. H. 10 1/4”

Provenance: 
Ex. George Kennedy collection, 

CA

 $600 - $900

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-116.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-116.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-116.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-116.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-115.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-115.html


119  A troBriAnD iSlAnD DAnCe wAnD, 
troBriAnD iSlAnDS; milne BAy; 

PAPuA new GuineA

The fine dance wand of classical form, with 
curvilinear zoomorphs in the form of sea and air 
creatures, the surface further carved with incised 
patterns of curling devices and circles. The whole 

with remains of black and white pigment. Fine 
patination to the handle. H. 27”

Provenance: 
Field collected by the current owner decades ago in 

Baimuru; Gulf Province, Papua New Guinea

$400 - $600

117.  A Fine troBriAnD iSlAnD 
SPlASh-BoArD, troBriAnD iSlAnDS; 

milne BAy; PAPuA new GuineA

The well carved board of classical 
form with finely carved curvilinear 

devices overall, in the forms of 
zoomorphs and avian figures, with a 
splayed human figure atop; remains 

of red, white and black pigments 
with fine worn patina and signs of 
age and traditional wear. H. 16 1/4”

Provenance: 
Field collected by the current owner 

decades ago in Baimuru; Gulf 
Province, Papua New Guinea

 $500 - $700

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-119.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-119.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-119.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-117.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-117.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-117.html


118.  A Fine troBriAnD iSlAnD CAnoe Prow, lAuGhlin 
iSlAnD; troBriAnD iSlAnDS; PAPuA new GuineA

The fine and old classical prow with extensive intricate 
design work in curvilinear form, the wood worn and 

extremely old, the whole with openwork patterning and 
delicate detail. A superb old example, likely Very Early 
20th C. Remains of modern paint added later. L. 28 1/2”

Provenance: 
Ex. Herbert Baker Collection, CA

Ex. Paul Harris, AK
Ex. Private Midwestern Collection

Publication History: 
Published: ‘Arts of Oceania, Shells of Oceanis’ ; 1975, The 
Bowers Museum, Santa Ana, CA. Fig. 196.

Exhibition History: 
Exhibited: “Arts of Oceania, Shells of Oceania’, The 

Bower’s Museum, Santa Ana, CA.; June Through July 
1975

$1,800 - $2,200

exhiBition CAtAloGue, 1975

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-118.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-118.html


“kilenGe liFe AnD Art”

120.  A Fine AnD rAre kilenGe mASk, 
kilenGe, new BritAin; PAPuA new 

GuineA

The unusual fiber mask mounted 
as an anthropomorphic figure, 

though in use it is worn with the 
prongs facing upwards, known as 

Nataptavo, mask of this type would 
dance as agents of social control to 
enforce decrees made by the elders 

and at initiations. H. 28”

This particular mask appears to 
have been photographed by Philip 
Dark in use in his book ‘Kilenge life 
and art’ as illustration 68, seated to 

the far right with other masks. 

Provenance: 
Ex. Michael Hamson, CA

$2,500 - $3,500

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-120.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-120.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-120.html


121.  A Solomon iSlAnDS FluteD CluB; Solomon 
iSlAnDS

The small club with finely carved fluted head with 
multiple blades, the lower portion with inlaid pearl-

nautilus shell. L. 18 1/4”

Provenance: 
Ex. Midwestern private collection

$300 - $400

122.  A Fine BukA or BouGAinville iSlAnD Bow AnD 
5 ArrowS, BukA or BouGAinville iSlAnDS; northern 

Solomon iSlAnDS

The bow completely decorated in red and yellow plaited 
orchid stem in basketry patterning, the arrows of different 

shapes but each with a panel of plaited orchid stem as 
well, A fine and unusual set to find. L. 57” (bow)

Provenance: 
Collected by Dr. Gerald Bloom as part of the Harvard 

epidemiological expeditions of the Solomon Islands and 
Papua New Guinea, in the 1950’s.

$500 - $700

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-121.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-121.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-122.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-122.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-122.html


123.  A new heBriDeS PiG killinG 
CluB, AmBrym iSlAnD; vAnuAtu

Of classical form, the club with dark 
crusty surface and faces of classical 

Ambrym Island from atop the 
handle and on the mallet, the faces 

surrounded by repeating concentric 
serrations. Some minor cracks to the 
body. Uncleaned or played with. H. 

31”

Provenance: 
Field collected by Todd Barlin, C. 

1980’s

eStimAte: $700 - $900

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-123.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-123.html


AFricAn Art
lOtS 124-290



the de hArAk cOllectiOn OF 
AFricAn Art

lOtS 124-134



thiS grOup OF FigureS And mASkS were purchASed by 
rudOlph de hArAk in the mid 1960’S. they hAve been in the FAmily’S 

pOSSeSSiOn Since mr. de hArAk’S pASSing.

rudOlph, whO died in 2002, wAS A well knOwn, inFluentiAl, mOderniSt 
grAphic deSigner. FAmOuS FOr hiS cOntributiOn tO the develOpment OF 

deSign in the print, exhibitiOn, And envirOnmentAl AreAS.

he wAS AlSO A dedicAted teAcher OF grAphic deSign FOr much OF hiS 
prOFeSSiOnAl liFe. he wAS A Full time prOFeSSOr At cOOper uniOn FOr 

mAny yeArS And A viSiting prOFeSSOr At yAle, prAtt inStitute, pArSOnS, 
AlFred univerSity, And mAny Other inStitutiOnS.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rudolph_de_Harak


124.  A SuPerB DoGon SAtimBe mASk, 
DoGon; mAli

Of classical form, mask with typical 
cubistic face and squared brow with long 
nasal plane and small indications of ears, 
surmounted by a standing female figure, 

carved abstractly without face, with jutting 
breasts and elongated torso above short 

bent legs, the arms bent at the elbows, the 
forearms attached with leather, the figure 
with heavily encrusted patina while the 

mask bears traces of pigment and is highly 
desiccated. Excellent patina and signs of use.

This lot is sold with a statement of 
Authentication by Dr. Arthur P. Bourgeois 
as well as a color Photocopy of the original 

bill of sale from Kamer signed and notarized 
by the estate of Rudolph de Harak.

Provenance: 
Henri Kamer, NY and Paris, 1967

Ex. Rudolph de Harak, ME

$18,000 - $22,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-124.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-124.html


125.  A Fine BAmAnA kore SoCiety 
mASk, BAmAnA; mAli

Likely from Nossombougou; Of classical 
form, The mask with high rounded 

brow and deep concave face, the nasal 
ridge running from the brow down the 
face, the ears set high up at either side, 
the eyes deeply cut out squares with 

rounded bosses (one still covered with 
metal), the face coming to a near point at 
the end of the concavity in the form of a 
square mouth. The whole with incising. 
The surface heavily oiled and polished. 

H. 14 1/4”

This lot is sold with a statement 
of authentication by Dr. Arthur P. 

Bourgeois.

Provenance: 
Ex. Rudolph de Harak, ME; C. 1966

$3,000 - $4,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-125.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-125.html


126.  A rAre AnD exCePtionAl BAmAnA 
Shrine FiGure, BAmAnA; mAli

Of highly unusual form, the figure with 
elongated head carved in two sections 
horizontally divided by the mouth, the 

face with encrustation, rounded forehead, 
long nasal ridge and elongated chin, the 

body with marks carved akimbo, the figure 
almost completely covered in a cloak of 
native cloth and string, the legs showing 

from the bottom and well patinated, the top 
with a black topknot of string. Fine patina 
of use and age. Extremely rare. H. 17 1/4”

On his invoice Henri Kamer noted that 
there was only one other example of this 

type of extremely rare Bamana figure 
that he indeed owned and subsequently 
published in his catalog “Magic African 

Art” 1971, Figure 6. This lot is accompanied 
by a written statement of authentication by 

Dr. Arthur P. Bourgeois.

Provenance: 
Henri Kamer, 1966 (With original receipt)

Rudolph de Harak, Maine

$20,000 - $30,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-126.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-126.html




127.  A SuPerB moSSi or kurumBA mASk, 
moSSi or kurumBA; BurkinA FASo

Of classical form, The mask with simple 
face covering with rounded form and cut 

out eyes, the nasal ridge with remains 
of fiber inserted in holes; the whole 

surmounted by a superstructure in the form 
of stylized horns rising up as a concave arc 
and connecting at the apex. Native repair 

to the superstructure. Excellent patina and 
signs of use. H. 49”

This mask may actually be Kurumba, as 
kamer points out. The closest comparable 
example, probably by the same carver is 

in the Tishman Collection, currently in the 
NMAFA, Smithsonian; the carving, pigment 

and even native repairs may indicate that 
this mask was originally created and used 
with the Tishman example, which was also 

collected by Kamer.

This lot is sold with a statement of 
Authentication by Dr. Arthur P. Bourgeois 

as well as a color Photocopy of the 
original bill of sale from Kamer signed 

and notarized by the estate of Rudolph de 
Harak.

Provenance: 
Henri Kamer, NY and Paris, 1967

Ex. Rudolph de Harak, ME

$25,000 - $35,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-127.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-127.html
https://africa.si.edu/collections/view/objects/asitem/search@/4/title-asc?t:state:flow=8fa55972-7568-4bbb-900a-a27472a0b32b
https://africa.si.edu/collections/view/objects/asitem/search@/4/title-asc?t:state:flow=8fa55972-7568-4bbb-900a-a27472a0b32b
https://africa.si.edu/collections/view/objects/asitem/search@/4/title-asc?t:state:flow=8fa55972-7568-4bbb-900a-a27472a0b32b


133.  A Fine AnD olD CoPPer ClAD 
SAlAmPASu FACe mASk, SAlAmPASu; D.r. 

ConGo

Of classical form, The mask with classical 
bulging brow, narrow eyes and wedge-

shaped nose, the mouth open with barred 
teeth. The whole covered with copper 

plating. Fine old patina. H. 10 1/2”

The plating on the mask’s proper left side 
has been replaced however, the roughness 

of the metal may indicate that this was done 
in the field, according to an authentication 
paper written by Dr. Arthur P. Bourgeois, 

that accompanies this lot. This lot is 
also accompanied by a notarized color 

photocopy of the original bill of sale from 
Kamer, signed by the estate of Rudolph de 

Harak.

Provenance: 
Henri Kamer, NY and Paris, 1967

Ex. Rudolph de Harak, ME

$5,500 - $7,500

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-133.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-133.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-133.html


128.  A SuPerB AShAnti AkuA’BA, 
AShAnti; GhAnA

Of classical form, the trunk-like figure 
with typical round flattened head with 
arching brow, the arms as small stubs 

with indications of hands, neck rings and 
elongated torso with breasts. Beads about 

the bottom. Fine old patina. 
H. 12 1/4”

This lot is accompanied by a statement of 
authentication by Dr. Arthur P. Bourgeois 

and the original Photo-certificate from Segy 
gallery.

Provenance: 
Ex. Segy Gallery, NY 1967 (photo certificate 

accompanies lot)
Ex. Rudolph de Harak, ME

$2,500 - $3,500

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-128.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-128.html


129.  A Fine BAule FemAle FiGure, BAule; 
ivory CoASt

Of classical form, The figure with round 
back-swept coif, simple face with half-circle 

eyes, long nose and protruding mouth, 
rams carved to sides with hands at either 

side of navel, on an integral base (partially 
eroded) Overall fine surface with heavy 
encrustation. Fine old patina. H. 15 1/2”

This lot is accompanied by a statement of 
authentication by Dr. Arthur P. Bourgeois.

Provenance: 
Ex. Rudolph de Harak, ME; C. 1965

$2,200 - $3,200

http://www.thecobbs.com
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-129.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-129.html


130.  A Fine BAule mAle FiGure, BAule; 
ivory CoASt

Of classical form, The figure with high 
sagittal crest coif. And pointed beard, the 
neck long and torso attenuated, the arms 
deficient; the legs carved crudely with a 
fiber loin cloth and beads about the neck 

and waist. Fine old encrusted patina. 
H. 15 1/4”

This lot is accompanied by a statement of 
authentication by Dr. Arthur P. Bourgeois.

Provenance: 
Ex. Rudolph de Harak, ME; C. 1965

$2,200 - $3,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-130.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-130.html


131.  A Fine AnD rAre DAn mASk, ex. 
kAmer, DAn; ivory CoASt/liBeriA

Of classical form, mask with high rounded 
top with remains of encrustation, the eyes 
small and circular (one broken out) with 
well indicated brow lines, the nose with 
flaring nostrils above a lozenge-shaped 
mouth with inset metal teeth, the whole 

with original fiber beard. Excellent patina 
and signs of use. The interior with insect 

depredation. H. 9 1/2”

This mask is accompanied by a statement 
of authentification written by Dr. Arthur 

P. Bourgeois, and a Color Photocopy of the 
original receipt from Kamer, signed and 

notarized by the estate of Rudolph de Harak

Provenance: 
Ex. Henri Kamer, NY 1967
Ex. Rudolph de Harak, ME

$5,000 - $7,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-131.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-131.html


132.  A Fine AnD imPortAnt DAn FACe 
mASk, mAno/kono; liBeriA/ivory CoASt

Gagon mask, Of classical form, The figure 
with high sagittal crest coif. And pointed 

beard, the neck long and torso attenuated, 
the arms deficient; the legs carved crudely 
with a fiber loin cloth and beads about the 
neck and waist. Fine old encrusted patina. 

H. 9 3/4”

This lot is accompanied by an 
authentification study prepared by Dr. 

Arthur P. Bourgeois as well as the original 
receipt for the mask.

Provenance: 
Galerie Le Corneur Roudillon, Paris; 1966. 

(With original photo certificate)
Ex. Rudolph de Harak, ME

$7,000 - $9,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-132.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-132.html


134. A Fine SonGye FetiSh FiGure, SonGye, 
eki ChieFDom; D.r. ConGo

Of classical form, the figure with enlarged 
head with carved wooden horn inserted 
at the apex, the face with wedge-shaped 

nose, eyes with arching brows and an open 
mouth, brass tacks on eyes, the temples 
and forehead, remains of attack of the 

nose; the neck along with strands of white 
Dutch glass tile beads, squared shoulders 

and hands on the abdomen, the navel with 
metal insert, the legs bent at the knees and 

large feet standing on an integral base. 
Excellent patina and signs of use, oily 

surface still exuding oil. 
H. 12 1/4” (excluding attachment)  

This lot is accompanied by a statement of 
authentication by Dr. Arthur P. Bourgeois 

and the original Photo-certificate from Segy 
gallery.

Provenance: 
Ex. Segy Gallery, NY 1967 (photo certificate

 accompanies lot)
Ex. Rudolph de Harak, ME

$4,000 - $5,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-134.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-134.html
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lOtS 135-290



135.  A GrouP oF three north 
AFriCAn DAGGerS; moroCCo

All 20th Century and of typical form, 
with horn and wood handles and 
sheaths, the blades well made and still 
very sharp, decorations throughout. L. 
17”, 16 1/2” & 16”

Provenance: 
Purchased by the consignor in Morocco 
on the 1970’s

$1,800 - $2,200

136.  A Finely mADe tuAreG SuGAr 
hAmmer, tuAreG; niGer/mAli

The brass hammer of classical form 
with finely decorated chiselled 
geometric patterning along the shaft, 
the head fitted to the shaft and with 
typical inset copper and coin-silver 
inlays and geometric designs. L. 11 1/2”

$300 - $500

138.  A Fine DoGon miniAture PrimorDiAl CouPle, 
DoGon; mAli

The couple carved in typical Dogon cubistic form, the 
heads rounded and with simple faces, the bodies with 

squared shoulders, long arms with geometricized hands 
at the abdomens and bent knees on an integral base. The 
whole with fine old and thick patina of encrustation. Old 

collection numbers to reverse. H. 4 3/4”

Provenance: 
Ex. Gallery Kahan, NY

Ex. Private VA collector

$500 - $700

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-135.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-135.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-135.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-136.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-136.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-138.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-138.html


137.  A Fine DoGon mASk, 
DoGon; mAli

Representing an antelope, the 
mask classically carved with long 
cubistic facial planes and powerful 
jutting horns with spiraling 
design, the surface dry and with 
erosion and wear commensurate 
with age and use. H. 24 1/2”

$1,000 - $1,500

140.  A BAmAnA kore SoCiety DAnCe mASk, 
BAmAnA; mAli

Of powerful and rough form, the old mask 
probably depicting a Hyena, with simply 

carved face, high rounded forehead and high 
ears, the nose elongated and thin. H. 18 1/2”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of 

African Art. NY

$1,800 - $2,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-137.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-137.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-140.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-140.html


139.  A Fine AnD rAre DJenne 
Bronze FiGurine, DJenne, 15th 

Century.; mAli

The figurine depicting a seated 
female figure with pointed topknot 
coif, large swollen eyes and wide 

nose, the mouth small and lips 
pursed, the toso attenuated and 
with design elements, the arms 

sinuous and bent at the elbows, the 
hands on the abdomen, the navel 

protruding, legs bent beneath.Fine 
verdigris patina with black and red 

copper oxides. 
H. 3 1/4”

This piece was examined by 
Kenneth Linsner, an expert on 
ancient metal, in the 1990’s and 

determined to be consistent with a 
15th Century datation.

Provenance: 
Ex. Gil and Rhoda Graham, NY
Ex. Private New York collection 

$3,500 - $4,500

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-139.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-139.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-139.html


141.  A Fine BAmAnA ChiwArA 
DAnCe CreSt , BAmAnA ; mAli

Of classical form the vertically 
oriented male antelope head-dress 

with squared cubistic body the neck 
and mane carved as concentric open 
work bands with triangular motifs, 
the head elongated and incised over 
the entire surface in classical Segou 

Bamana patterns; the horns long and 
gracefully arching backward with 

gentle incising, the horn tips with old 
leather covering. A fine and beautiful 

example. H. 37 1/2’’

Provenance: 
Ex. Henry and Evelyn Kagen, Queens 
NY, purchased in Europe in the early 

1970s 

$5,000 - $7,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-141.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-141.html


142.  A Fine BAmAnA Bull mASk ex. linDen muSeum, BAmAnA; mAli

The mask of the Misi Kuon type, depicting a domesticated bull, with rounded horns, 
diamond-shaped lozenge to top of head, and naturalistically rendered facial; features 

with high ears and rounded snout. H. 26 1/2”

The mask was originally cataloged in the Linden Museum as Dualla, however, the 
piece is almost certainly Bamana. 

Provenance: 
Ex. Linden Museum fur Volkerkunde, Stuttgart

Ex. Bernheimer’s Antiques, NY (with original receipt)

$2,500 - $3,500

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-142.html


143.  A Fine BAmAnA n’tomo, 
BAmAnA; mAli

The mask of highly elongated form with 
naturalistic features, rounded braugh, long 
thin nose, the top with eight tines, one slightly 
broken. The surface with dark lustrous patina 
and incising. H. 36’’

Provenance: 
Ex. Irwin Cernic, NY

$1,200 - $1,800

144. A BAmAnA kore SoCiety mASk, 
BAmAnA; mAli

The mask with significant insect depredation 
to one side, likely depicting a hyena, of 

powerful cubistic form and with fine age. 
H. 16” 

Provenance: 
Ex. Private US Collection

$300 - $500

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-143.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-143.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-144.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-144.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-144.html


145.  A Fine moSSi nkumSi FiGure, moSSi ; 
BurkinA FASo

Of classical form, the figure well proportioned 
with overall red pigmentation and black and 
white highlighting, the surface with incised 
designs in imitation of Tribal scarification; 
simple face, squared shoulders, long torso 
with arms akimbo and strong legs. H. 18”

The original base is included with this lot that 
has an old typed tag stating that the piece is a 
Bobo figure (incorrectly) 

Provenance: 
Ex. Private Midwestern collection

$700 - $900

146.  A Fine BoBo mASk with elABorAte 
SuPerStruCture, BoBo; BurkinA FASo

The mask with classical Bobo facial features 
in linear patterning, the superstructure in the 
form of stylized birds and lizards rising from 
the apex of the mask with complex geometric 
patterns in the round. The whole pigmented 

with red and black with blue highlights. A 
fine and used example. H. 25 1/2”

Provenance: 
Field collected by Dr. E. Gerber, 1960’s as an 

opthamologist aboard the SS. Hope (which 
would become one of the first ‘Project Hope’ 

journeys). 

$1,200 - $1,800

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-145.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-145.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-146.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-146.html


147.  A Fine AnD ABStrACt moSSi FiGure, 
moSSi; BurkinA FASo

The figure of unusually abstract form; the 
head narrow and with high medial ridge, 
the face concave and powerful, shoulders 
hanging and with thin arms carved 
akimbo, the breasts as indications on the 
broad chest with straight and powerful 
legs. A fine and expressive composition, 
excellent patina. H. 21 1/2”

Provenance: 
Gallery Deroche, SF, C. 1990’s

$2,400 - $3,600

148.   A rAre AnD unuSuAl BurkinABe 
helmet mASk, lyelyA; GoBAPinJi villAGe; 

BurkinA FASo

Of unusual form, the mask with crested bun, 
and face in the form of deep concave recess 
with raised nose and inset eyes made from 
glass, the mouth carved beneath the facial 

concavity with toothy mouth. Ears jutting to 
the sides with the sides and back of the mask 
pigmented white with some blue tones. The 

back with darkened vertical rib. Original fiber 
collar. Fine old patina and a very rare and 

unusual piece. H. 13” (excluding attachments)

According to notes found by the family, the 
mask was collected in the village of Gobapinji 
among a people known as the Lyela (Probably 

Lyela or Lele) in 1966.

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of 

African Art. NY

$2,200 - $3,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-147.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-147.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-148.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-148.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-148.html


149.  A rAre AnD unuSuAl monumentAl BoBo 
mASk, BoBo; BurkinA FASo

The mask in the form a large helmet with incised 
geometric forms and remains of pigment, raised 
design representing stylized eyes, the whole with 
a large open-work superstructure with incising 
and zigzag patterns. Fine old patina and signs of 
wear and use. H. 60 1/2”

This unusual mask is most closely related to an 
example in Kamer, ‘Haute Volta’ 1973, fig. 8, 
from the Tanzila region of Bobo country. Kamer 
suggests the superstructure may represent 
feathers, though other Burkinabe peoples make 
vegetal mask with high crests in similar forms.

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of African 
Art. NY

$10,000 - $15,000

SChienBerG with mASk, 1971

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-149.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-149.html


150.  A Fine loBi Shrine FiGure, loBi; 
BurkinA FASo

The old and heavily worn figure with remains 
of encrustation all over the body, the face with 
bulging eyes, and the arms to the side. The 
figure on an integral base with old age cracks. 
An unusual example of the type. H. 11”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of 
African Art. NY

$1,800 - $2,200

151.  An exPreSSive loBi Stool FrAGment, 
loBi; BurkinA FASo

The figure, actually the front of a very old stool 
that has broke apart, the fragment with old 

classical Lobi head and long neck, the front of 
the stool almost appearing as a bird’s body, the 

front two legs of the stool now serving as the 
figure’s legs. Dense, almost ossified wood. 

H. 12 1/2”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of African 

Art. NY

$1,200 - $1,800

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-150.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-150.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-151.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-151.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-151.html


152.  A Fine AnD unuSuAl loBi PAternity 
FiGure, loBi; BurkinA FASo

The figure of unusual form with standing 
male holding a small child on his left 
shoulder. The surface with encrustation 
and figure eroded from age and use at the 
feet. Fine surface and an exceptionally rare 
iconographical motif. H. 14”

$1,000 - $1,500

153.  A Fine AnD rAre loBi CerAmiC Shrine 
heAD, loBi; BurkinA FASo

The unusual Terracotta bust with naturalistic 
face, and ribbed coif in five braids with bands 
at the sides, overall encrusted patina with 
simple yet powerful features. H. 11”

The closest comparable example is a rare 
figure (YGVR #: 20661), illustrated in 
Schaedler, Keramik aus Schwarz-Afrika; 1985, 
p. 40. The style is quite aberrant and may not 
be Lobi at all,as there are formal similarities 
between this piece and Mossi Terra Cotta 
shrine heads, however this example lacks the 
classical Mossi scarification and has tighter 
features. This lot is clearly from the same 
workshop as the above referenced piece..

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of 
African Art. NY

$1,800 - $2,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-152.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-152.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-153.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-153.html


154.  A Fine AnD imPortAnt 
AkAn terrACottA mortuAry 
FiGure, likely FAnti; GhAnA

The large and fine figure of 
powerful naturalistic form, the 

head rounded and with fine 
features, the shoulders broad and 

with arms straight and hands 
resting on the knees, the figure 

sitting in a separately made chair 
with legs bent. Some repairs but all 

original parts. Fine old variegated 
surface. H. 18 1/2” seated

This figure, YGVR archives #: 
20780, Was identified by Schaedler 

in his ‘Keramik aus Schwarz-
Afrika’, 1985 (p. 86 and 87) as 
Agona-Asofo which is a Fanti 

stylistic attribution.

Provenance: 
Ex. Hans Wolf, Zurich

Ex. Auktionshaus Usala Nusser, 
1994

Ex. Private California collection

Publication History: 
Published: Schaedler, K.F.; 

‘Keramik aus Schwarz-Afrika und 
Altamerika’, Zurich 1985; Pgs 86 & 

87.

$1,200 - $1,800

AS PuBliSheD in SChAeDler

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-154.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-154.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-154.html


155. An AShAnti CerAmiC memoriAl heAD, 
AShAnti; GhAnA

In Kwahu style, the figure with flattened 
face and rounded coif, the head with simple 
features on a long stylized torso with small 

breasts. H. 9 1/2”

$300 - $500

156.  An AShAnti Fertility Doll, 
AShAnti; GhAnA

the Figure OF clASSicAl Style with FlAttened heAd 
And rAiSed brOw, the neck with ringS And the ArmS 
AS ShOrt StumpS, the cOnicAl tOrSO with FlAnged 
bASe. remAinS OF blAckened SurFAce, with SOme lOSS 
OF cOlOr. h. 10”

$500 - $700

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-155.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-155.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-156.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-156.html


157.  A Fine AkAn CerAmiC memoriAl heAD, 
AkAn; GhAnA

In Kwahu style, the head with classical flattened 
face, and egg-shaped head, the brow as an inverted 
arc with nose and small mouth, the neck with rolls 
indicating wealth. Nice old surface. H. 7 3/4”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of African Art. 
NY

$1,200 - $1,800

158.  A Fine AShAnti Shrine Pot, 
AShAnti; GhAnA

A fine Ashanti ‘Abusua Kuruwa’ shrine pot in 
largely pristine condition; the pot with three 
figures depicted emerging from the pot from 

the waist up, and ringing the pot with their 
outstretched arms holding the rim, rope-like 
design about the wasted globular center, the 

lid with a finely rendered male head. Overall 
blackened and polished surface over burnished 
reddish clay. Lovely and difficult to find an old 

and used example in good condition. H. 14”

Provenance: 
A New York Private collection of African pottery

eStimAte: $900 - $1,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-157.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-157.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-158.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-158.html


159.  A Fine AnD hiStoriC BAule Fly whiSk 
hAnDle, BAule; ivory CoASt

The whisk handle with a seated bird atop 
surrounded by her young, the surface decorated 

with extremely fine incising in geometric patterns, 
a central raised band of carved Baule faces with 

typical features. On a custom base. H. 15 3/4

Provenance: 
Ex collection Pearl Primus, New York. Purchased in 

Africa in 1948.

Pearl Primus was a famous African-American 
Dancer and Choreographer who pioneered African 

dance in the USA. She was a close confidante of 
Langston Hughes and in 1948 studied African 

dance.

$900 - $1,200

160.  An AkAn CerAmiC mAternity FrAGment, 
AkAn; GhAnA

The figure in black terracotta with a seated woman 
holding a child to her breast, the legs of the figure 
now deficient and incidental damage and repairs to 
the body. Original old surface. H. 9 1/4”

Comments: 
Property from a New York Estate

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of African Art. 
NY

$1,200 - $1,800

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-159.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-159.html
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162. A Fine BAule mAle FiGure , 
BAule; ivory CoASt

Of columnar form the figure with 
finley rendored coif rounded forhead 
and well carved face with unusual 
eye treatment; the long neck with 
arrow-shaped raised scarification, the 
arms carved to the body, the torsoe 
with raised scarification, the figure 
with long legs bent at the knees with 
integral base. H. 17’’

The unusual treatment of the eyes 
of this figure results in a “doubleing 
effect” where by, a pair of eyes is 
emplyed in th shadowing that falls 
beneath the heavy brow line while a 
pair of simple lozenge shaped eyes 
has been carved above the brow line. 
This quality of “double eyes” led 
Dr. Roy Seber in the 1990s to tell the 
former owners of this figure that it 
was likely an Assei Usu figure used 
in traditional Baule divination.

Provenance: 
Albert Gorden, Tribal Arts Gallery 
NY prior to 1984

$3,000 - $4,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-162.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-162.html


161.  A Fine BAule mAle FiGure , BAule; 
ivory CoASt

Of columnar form the figure with finley 
rendored coif rounded forhead and well 
carved face with unusual eye treatment; 
the long neck with arrow-shaped raised 
scarification, the arms carved to the body, the 
torsoe with raised scarification, the figure with 
long legs bent at the knees with integral base. 
H. 17’’

The unusual treatment of the eyes of this 
figure results in a “doubleing effect” where 
by, a pair of eyes is emplyed in th shadowing 
that falls beneath the heavy brow line while a 
pair of simple lozenge shaped eyes has been 
carved above the brow line. This quality of 
“double eyes” led Dr. Roy Seber in the 1990s 
to tell the former owners of this figure that 
it was likely an Assei Usu figure used in 
traditional Baule divination.

Provenance: 
Albert Gorden, Tribal Arts Gallery NY prior 
to 1984

$3,000 - $4,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-161.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-161.html


163.  An lAGoonS FiGure, PoSSiBly 
ABron, ABron; ivory CoASt

The figure of powerful form, the carving 
with rounded head and tight facial 
features, the arms to the sides and 
elongated, the waist with a carved raised 
belt above simple powerful legs. H. 9 1/2”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of 
African Art. NY

$2,200 - $3,200

164. A Fine AkAn FiGure, BAule or relAteD 
PeoPleS; ivory CoASt

The figure with obvious age, the face clearly 
Baule related, the figure standing with rounded 
shoulders and arms akimbo, the breasts pointed 
and juting, the whole on a flanged integral base; 

fine old variegated patina. H. 13 1/2”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of African 

Art. NY

$1,200 - $1,800

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-163.html
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166.  A Fine AnD PowerFul Guro 
FlAli mASk, Guro; ivory CoASt

Possibly carved by Sabu bi Boti; The 
mask with complex superstructure in 

the form of a man in shorts pulling on 
the trunk of an elephant, the horned 

coif with downturned horns that frame 
the female face around the brow, the 

face carved with fine detail and typical 
raised scarification. The whole with a 

fine oiled brown patina, the interior 
with signs of age and use, original 

bite stick still in place. A lovely and 
wonderfully carved example. H. 2- 1/2”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of 

African Art. NY

$3,200 - $4,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-166.html
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165.  A Fine AnD olD BAule FiGure, BAule; 
ivory CoASt

The figure of classical Baule style with cubistic 
face, heavy brow and long nose with wide flaring 
nostrils and small mouth, the body simple with 
fine proportions, the lower section wearing 
carved shorts, the feet eroded below the ankles. 
Excellent old patina of use and wear. H. 10 1/2”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of African 
Art. NY

$1,800 - $2,200

168.  A Fine kulAnGo FiGure , kulAnGo; 
ivory CoASt

The well carved female figure with 
elaborate coif, finely carved face, long 

ringed neck and squared shoulders, the 
arms carved carved akimbo with hands 

to the abdomen with legs bent and feet on 
integral base. Fine black patina with areas of 

high-point wear. H. 8 1/2”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of 

African Art. NY

 $1,200 - $1,800

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-165.html
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167.  A Fine AnD well CArveD Guro mASk, 
Guro; ivory CoASt

Of classical form the Gu Mask with naturalistic female features, raised 
scarification fine nose and open mouth revealing teeth; the coif elaborately 
carved with two large horned protuberances, fine old patina with remains 

of layers of pigment. A lovely example. H. 11”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of African Art. NY

$3,200 - $4,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-167.html
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169. A lovely SenuFo SeAteD FiGure, 
SenuFo; ivory CoASt

Possibly cut from the top of a 
Champion cultivator’s staff, or a 
small Tyekpa figure; the seated 

female beautifully carved in classical 
Senufo style with high raised coif, 

braids falling to the sides, pretty face 
with abstracted body and sinuous 

libs sitting on a stool, excellent 
blackened patina and high-point 
wear. A lovely example. H. 11”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery 

of African Art. NY

$2,500 - $3,500

170.  A Fine SenuFo DivinAtion 
FiGure, SenuFo; ivory CoASt

A fine and classical Senufo Sandogo 
divination figure, in female form 

with sagittal crested coif, the 
shoulders broad, the arms bent and 
with hands at the abdomen, pointed 
breasts and standing on an integral 
base. Fine encrusted shrine patina 

that has never been cleaned or toyed 
with. H. 10”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery 

of African Art. NY

$1,800 - $2,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-169.html
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171.  An unuSuAl SenuFo FetiSh FiGure, 
SenuFo; ivory CoASt

The heavily encrusted figure with mirror 
eyes, and animal fur at the top of the head, 

the body encased in a mastic of thick 
empowering material with cowrie shells 

and red pigment. H. 13”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of 

African Art. NY

$2,500 - $3,500

172.  A Fine AnD rAre BAGA or lAnDumAn 
mASk, BAGA or lAnDumAn; GuineA

Exceptionally carved Tonkongba mask, with 
domed head with sagittal crest tapering to a long 
snout; the snout with areas of inset rectangular 

pieces of wood and cutouts at the sides, the 
simple browline with small eyes, two small and 

well carved horns to the reverse, some insect 
depredation, though overall good condition for its 
age. A superb example of the type. YGVR# 59311

 L. 38”

Provenance: 
Ex. James Willis, CA

Ex. Dave Deroche, CA
Ex. Robert Dowling, CA

$2,800 - $3,500

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-171.html
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173.  A SuPerB kiSSi PiomDo Shrine FiGure, 
kiSSi; GuineA

The figure with beautifully carved head on 
long neck with crested coif, the back of the 

coif pierced to hold attachments of bells and 
a small crude carving, the body wrapped 
in white native cloth and filled with intact 

empowering materials. Resinous patina on the 
face of use. H. 17 3/4”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of 

African Art,  NY

$2,500 - $3,500

174.  A Fine AnD olD menDe helmet 
mASk, menDe; SierrA leone

The old helmet mask with insect 
depredation to various parts but not 

interfering with the face, the coif 
elaborately carved with deep incised 

patterns and metal attachments, the face 
small and well balanced above neck rolls 

denoting wealth. Fine old variegated 
surface. A lovely old example. H. 12 1/2”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of 

African Art, NY

$1,800 - $2,500

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-173.html
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175.  A menDe Shrine oBJeCt ,
 menDe; SierrA leone

An unusual figure in the form of a female 
head carved in the round in classical style 

on a columnar neck with flanged base. 
Overall blackened patina. Possibly an object 

associated with girl’s initiation. H. 10 1/2”

$900 - $1,200

176.  A Fine PreStiGe ADze, DAn ; 
liBeriA/ivory CoASt

The adze of classical form with a finely 
carved dan face at the base with bifurcated 
coif, and rounded brow, with simple but 

classical features. The neck with neck rings 
denoting wealth, the handle attaching to 
the blade at the apex with finely carved 

incised designs. Lovely patina of ahe and 
use. H. 15 1/4”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of 

African Art, NY

$900 - $1,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-175.html
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177.  A Fine northern BASSA FACemASk, 
BASSA; liBeriA

The mask naturalistically carved with elaborate 
ridged coif with tips once holding metal or other 

insects, the brow rounded and the eyes as crescents 
beneath, the nose wedge-shaped and the mouth 

with naturalistic lips. Fine old patina inside and out. 
H. 9”

The masks of the Northern Bassa, unlike the Bassa 
to the South, are carved as full face masks, while 
the Southern and Central Bassa carve masks that 

are meant to be worn on a wicker framework on the 
dancer’s head.

Provenance: 
Field collected by Charles D. Miller III, outside of 

Tapi Town, C. 1970’s.

$2,200 - $3,200

178.  A Fine BASSA GelA mASk,
 BASSA; liBeriA

A Gela mask, typical of the type, originally 
worn as part of a larger headdress and 

with classical pointed chin, high and heavy 
brow, and a long nose with flaring nostrils. 

Extensive signs of age and use. H. 7 1/4”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of 

African Art. NY

$1,800 - $2,500

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-177.html
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179.  A Fine BASSA GelA mASk, BASSA; liBeriA

The mask of classical and powerful form for 
the Northern Bassa, the face with wide nose, 
aggressive mouth, high brow with stylized 
medicine horns and overall fine surface. A fine 
and rare example. H. 9”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971,
The Gallery of African Art. NY

$2,500 - $3,500

180.  A Fine AnD PowerFully CArveD GreBo mASk, 
GreBo; liBeriA

The top of the head flattened and with carved comb-
like device above heavy bushy eyebrows made from 
attached animal fur, the face with reddened pigment 

throughout, the eyes tubular with pieces of broken 
mirror attached to the surfaces with resin, the nose 

wedge-like and the mouth with inset teeth. Fine old 
patina. A rare and unusual mask. H. 13”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, 

The Gallery of African Art. NY

$2,500 - $3,500

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-179.html
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181.  A Fine AnD rAre GreBo kwi 
iru mASk, GreBo ; liBeriA

The fine and rare ‘Kwi Iru’ mask of 
classical form with naturalistic face 
with large rounded forehead and 
central raised ridge, the eyes and 
nose naturalistically rendered, the 

mouth aggressive with animal teeth 
inset, the whole with dark patina and 
encrustation from ritual libations, the 
face surmounted with a pair of horns, 

the whole with hobnails. Excellent 
internal patina. H. 19 1/2”

Comments: 
Property of a New York estate

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery 

of African Art. NY

$12,000 - $18,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-181.html
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183.  A Fon FetiSh FiGure, Fon; 
rePuBliC oF Benin

The half-figure with crudely carved 
features and heavily encrusted, remains 

of red pigment throughout, the arms 
akimbo and the lower torso bare, possibly 

indicating that it was encased or buried up 
that point. H. 10”

$400 - $600

182.  A Fine Guere mASk, Guere/krAn; 
liBeriA/ivory CoASt

The powerful and aggressive mask with 
high coif of fiber and fetish materials 
including a bird skull and chains, the 
face with tubular eyes, wide flaring nose 
and open mouth with bared teeth, the 
perimeter of the mask covered with small 
packets of medicine in cloth bags. Fine 
old surface of use and wear. A very fine 
example. H. 15”

Provenance: 
Collected by an Ohio missionary family in 
1953 at the Liberia/Ivory Coast Hinterland

$1,200 - $1,800

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-183.html
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184.  A yoruBA DivinAtion trAy, 
yoruBA ; niGeriA

Of classical form, with simple face at top, the 
perimeter decorated with alternating bands of 

incising. D. 11 1/2”

Provenance: 
Collected by the current owner’s parents in 

Nigeria in the early 1960’s with the Peace Corps. 

$400 - $600

185.  A yoruBA DivinAtion trAy, 
yoruBA; niGeriA

Of classical form the top decorated with a finely 
carved face with stylized arms, the perimeter with 
images of divination chains and alternating bands 

of incising and cowrie motifs. D. 12 1/2”

Provenance: 
Collected by the current owner’s parents in Nigeria 

in the early 1960’s with the Peace Corps. 

$400 - $600

186.  A yoruBA DivinAtion trAy, 
yoruBA ; niGeriA

The large tray cracked and reglued, finely carved 
with abstracted powerful face at top, the perimeter 

with stylized animals, and elaborate geometric 
motifs. A fine and old example that would be a star 

if properly restored. D. 20 1/4”

Provenance: 
Collected by the current owner’s parents in Nigeria 

in the early 1960’s with the Peace Corps. 

$400 - $600
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187.  A Fine eShu FiGure, CArveD By BAmGBoye 
or hiS workShoP, yoruBA, ekiti; niGeriA

The figure of classical form depicting a standing 
male figure with features identifying the carving 

as a work by Bamgboye or his workshop; the 
figure with bent knees and holding medicine 
containers, the coif arching backwards with 

another face carved at the reverse. Fine old black 
patina that has not been touched since it was 

collected. H. 8 1/2”

Provenance: 
Collected by the current owner’s parents in 

Nigeria in the early 1960’s with the Peace Corps. 

$600 - $900

188.  A Fine yoruBA iBeJi FiGure; PoSSiBly SChool 
oF AreoGun, ekiti yoruBA; oSi; niGeriA

The figure of highly accomplished form, the face 
head with high coif with remains of blue pigment, 
the head with wide forehead and round eyes, wide 
nose and thin lips, rounded shoulders with jewelry, 
small breasts and waist-belt, hands to hips, standing 

on an integral base. H. 9”

This figure is clearly by the same hand as two male 
figures in Chemeche, 2003 ‘Ibeji’, Fig. 228. The 

carving style is related to works by Areogun of Osi 
and would appear to be from his workshop if not by 

his own hand. 

Provenance: 
Collected by the current owner’s parents in Nigeria 

in the early 1960’s with the Peace Corps. 

$600 - $900

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-187.html
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189.  A Fine iBeJi FiGure, yoruBA ; 
niGeriA

Possibly from Oyo, The figure with high 
crested coif with blue pigment, the body 
with remains of camwood encrustation, 

the face with large features and wide nose, 
the shoulders squared and wide hips with 
simple legs terminating in an integral base.

Beads to the wrists and ankles. H. 8 1/2”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of 

African Art. NY

$600 - $900

190.  A Fine iBeJi FiGure, yoruBA; 
niGeriA

Possibly from Igbomina; the high crest 
carved crudely with blue pigment intact, 
the red camwood encrusted body with 

small eyes, and nose the shoulders sloping 
and the hips wide and with feet apart. 
Beads to the neck, one wrist ankles and 

traditional style beads to the waist. H. 10”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of 

African Art. NY

$600 - $900

191.  A Fine PAir oF yoruBA iBeJi 
FiGureS, yoruBA; niGeriA

Possibly Ilorin; Kwara state. Of chunky 
form, the pair with blued coif, beaded 

necklaces, wide faces with some remains 
of camwood, the arms rounded and the 

legs on an integral base with beads at the 
ankles. H. 9 1/2” & 9 3/4”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of 

African Art. NY

$800 - $1,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-189.html
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193.  A Fine iBeJi FiGure, yoruBA; niGeriA

The ruggedly carved figure possibly from Ekiti, the 
eyes wide apart, the nose long and wide and the mouth 
simple, the arms bent and the body well depicted. Dark 

patina with high-point wear. H. 11” 

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of African Art. 

NY

$600 - $900

192.  A Fine iBeJi FiGure, yoruBA; niGeriA

Possibly from Oyo, the figure of simple form, the 
crested coif well-worn and with rubbed face, the neck 

with beads and the sloping shoulders angular the body 
with remains of camwood encrustation, beads to the 
writs and traditional beaded belt to the waist, on an 

integral base - and old example. H. 10 1/2”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of African Art, 

NY

$600 - $900

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-193.html
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194.  A Fine iBeJi FiGure, 
yoruBA; niGeriA

Possibly from Igbomina; the figure 
of slender form, with high coif with 
extensive blue pigment, the brow 

wide and rounded, the features well 
carved, the chest well delineated and 

with narrow torso and long arms, 
the legs short and terminating in an 
integral base, beads to the ankles, 
one wrist and traditional beads to 

the waist. Fine example. H. 11”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery 

of African Art, NY

$600 - $900

195.  A Fine iBeJi FiGure, 
yoruBA; niGeriA

Possibly from Igbuke; The figure 
with typical coif swept high, the 
face with powerful features, the 

shoulders sloping and with rounded 
arms and hands to the hips, the 

figure on an integral base, remains of 
camwood to the surface. H. 11 1/4”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery 

of African Art. NY

$600 - $900

196.  A PAir oF iBeJi FiGureS, 
yoruBA; niGeriA

Possibly from Oyo, the two female 
figures by the same hand but with 
different coifs, each with backward 

thrusting ears, pointed breasts 
and rounded arms, the figures on 
integral bases. H. 10 1/2” & 10 1/4”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery 

of African Art. NY

$700 - $900
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197.  A yoruBA ShAnGo DAnCe 
wAnD , yoruBA ; niGeriA

The dance wand with a female 
figure carved atop in unusual 

kneeling position with ‘thunder axe’ 
blades above the head, fine overall 
patina and fine carving, the handle 

with deep lustrous surface. H. 14 3/4”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery 

of African Art,  NY

$1,100 - $2,200

198.  A yoruBA eShu DAnCe wAnD, 
yoruBA; niGeriA

Probably from the Western Yoruba, 
the wand with standing female 
figure presenting her breasts and 
with typical face and high raised 
coif, the skirt with sash, some insect 
erosion to the feet; the handle with 
fine glossy patina from use. H. 14”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery 
of African Art. NY

$1,800 - $2,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-197.html
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199. A Fine AnD olD yoruBA eGunGun mASk, eSuBiyi 
workShoP, ABeokutA yoruBA; niGeriA

The mask of helmet-like form with high ears with raised 
geometric designs, a zoomorph to the reverse and a drum at 
the brow, stylized medicine containers across the forehead.
Paint in numerous layers across the surface and some insect 
depredation due to age. H. 22”

This mask is from the same workshop as an example in 
Drewal’s ‘African Artistry’ Fig. 138.

Provenance: 
Albert Gordon, Tribal Arts Gallery, NYC prior to 1984.

$1,200 - $1,800

200.  A Fine AnD eArly yoruBA verAnDAh PoSt, 
ADeShinA CArvinG FAmily., ekiti yoruBA; niGeriA

The post short and very old post depicting an 
equestrian figure, the rider with bearded face and large 

eyes and wide nose, carved in characteristic Adeshina 
family style, the horse with unusual attenuated 

features and only presenting in the front of the rider. 
The wood desiccated and the neck repaired with 

numerous old iron nails and staples, the braid at the 
back of the head falling to the back. A very fine and old 

Yoruba carving in an important stylistic tradition. 
H. 33”

Provenance: 
Ex. Bay Area Historical society, CA

Publication History: 
Published: ‘The Face of Sunset’; Bourgeois and 

Rodolitz, 2012, Zarya, New York. P. 43, Ill. 40 and 
detail. 

Exhibition History: 
Exhibited: 2013, The Tall Grass Art Foundation, 

Chicago. 

$2,500 - $3,500
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201.  A fine and Monumental Yoruba Epa 
mask, Ekiti Yoruba; Nigeria

The large mask with dome shaped helmet 
with aggressive face with high pointed 
ears and open mouth, surmounted by a 
full female figure with high crested coif, 
rounded facial features and bulging eyes, 
the figure with stylized necklace and long 
breasts, holding a baby at her waist with 
knees bent, another child at her back, with 
bent. Pigmented in red, white and blue 
highlights with variegated patination. A 
very impressive and fine example. H. 46”

Provenance: 
Collected by the current owner’s parents in 
Nigeria in the early 1960’s with the Peace 
Corps. 

$2,000 - $3,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-201.html
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202.  A Fine yoruBA eShu DAnCe 
wAnD, yoruBA; niGeriA

The dance wand with kneeling 
figure wearing a necklace, with 
characteristic hairstyle related to 
Eshu, the face well carved and with 
facial scarification, the arms to the 
sides the hands holding implements, 
the knees bent under the figure with 
large feet atop short handle with 
flanged flaring base. H. 15 1/2”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery 
of African Art. NY

$1,800 - $2,200

203.  A Fine AnD rAre yoruBA 
BeADeD oko StAFF SheAth, ekiti 
yoruBA; niGeriA

The sheath fully beaded on one side 
with old leather at the perimeter 
and red cloth to the back, the upper 
portion with stylized face above 
alternating panels of geometric and 
linear motifs, the central portion 
with a stylized arrow or Oko staff 
design. Exceptional example. H. 52”

An example from the same 
workshop can be found in Fagg, 
‘Yoruba Beadwork’ Plate 8. The 
stylization of the face and the central 
arrow motif are identical. 

Provenance: 
Ex. Charles Jones African Art, NC
Ex. private NY collection of 
beadwork

$500 - $700

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-202.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-202.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-203.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-203.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-203.html


204.  A Fine AnD olD BeADeD yoruBA 
Coronet, ekiti yoruBA; niGeriA

A fine and old Orikogbofo coronet, 
predominantly white with alternating 

classical faces in blue and faceted brown 
beads, a band with floral motifs in between 
each head, the top surmounted by a bird. 

Interior with old cloth. A fine old and 
traditional example. H. 12”

Provenance: 
Ex. Charles Jones African Art, NC

Ex. A Private New York collector of 
beadwork

$700 - $900

205.  A yoruBA BeADeD Diviner’S SASh, 
yoruBA ; niGeriA

Composed of multiple strands of various 
types of beads, separated by a large white 

glass bead, a trapezoidal beaded panel 
stating ‘Chief Olo Jolofine Ile Ife’ in white 
and yellow beads against a red and green 
ground beneath a floral motif. A fine old 

piece. L. 36”

Provenance: 
Ex. Charles Jones African Art, NC

Ex. A Private New York collector of 
beadwork

$300 - $500

206.  A Fine AnD olD yoruBA 
BeADeD ChieFtAin’S StAFF , ekiti 

yoruBA; niGeriA

Of classical form the long staff fully 
beaded in zigzagging patterns along 
the entire length of the staff with a 

central area of red cloth. The finial in 
the form of Janus faces surmounted 
by opposing birds.The chief’s name 

and likely his village beaded into 
either side. H. 58’’

Staffs of this type called Opa Ileke 
were emblems of royal status. 

Provenance: 
Ex. Emerson Woelfer CA

A private collection of beadwork, 
NY

$800 - $1,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-204.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-204.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-206.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-206.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-206.html


207.  A lovely yoruBA BeADeD 
Bottle, ekiti yoruBA; niGeriA

The bottle of squared shaped entirely 
beaded with removable stopper, two 

panels depicting stylized classical Yoruba 
beaded faces while the other two display 
classical geometric panels, each side with 
small opposing sets of birds, the stopper 
with beaded bird grouping with larger 

central bird in the midst. A fine and 
lovely example. H. 13 1/2”

An example likely by the same workshop 
or artist is illustrated in Mason and 

Drewal’s “Beads body and Soul’ p. 225. 

Provenance: 
Charles Jones African Art, Wilmington, 

NC
A New York private collector of 

beadwork

$400 - $600

208.  A yoruBA BeADeD Diviner’S BAG, 
yoruBA; niGeriA

The bag of classical form, the interior worn and with 
old leather pocket, the beaded panel with blue field 

and border of red and green triangles, typical beaded 
face within a beaded pattern of yellow diamonds and 

a star. Old patina and in good overall condition. H. 
14”

Provenance: 
Ex. A Private New York collection of beadwork

$1,200 - $1,800

209.  A yoruBA BeADeD Crown, 
yoruBA; niGeriA

A classical though Post-War Adenla, fully beaded 
with classical Yoruba faces and bird finial, 

the hanging strands of beads that would have 
surrounded the entire bottom of the crown and acted 

as a veil for the wearer, are missing. Good signs of use 
in a traditional context. H. 16”

Provenance: 
Property of a New York collector of beadwork

$400 - $600

208.

209.

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-207.html
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210.  An exCePtionAlly rAre AnD 
imPortAnt eSie Stone heAD, C. 12 - 

15th Century, eSie, iGBominA reGion; 
niGeriA

The head, a fragment from a full figure 
of classical form executed in soapstone 
(steatite) and with rounded face small 

nose and wide almond-shaped eyes. The 
coif large and flaring in complex layered 

pattern. H. 8 1/2”

This lot was collected early on and 
was displayed as part of the Zollman 

collection, publicly. It is also presented 
in ‘The stone Images of Esie,Nigeria’ by 

Stevens,, as fig. 1040.

Provenance: 
Ex. Private Midwestern missionary 

collection
Ex. Wally and Brenda Zollman, IND

$5,000 - $7,000

 AS PuBliSheD in 
StevenS

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-210.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-210.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-210.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-210.html


211. A rAre ChAmBA rituAl DAnCe Axe, 
ChAmBA; niGeriA

The axe with rough well patinated handle with a 
flanged base and pointed top, the blade of iron in the 

form of a stylized serpent with flattened body curving 
in a half circular shape, an arrow-shaped head 

emerging from the body. H. 21’’

$700 - $900

212.  A Fine AnD rAre mumuye monkey mASk, 
mumuye; north-CentrAl niGeriA

Of classical form, the mask with huge eyes, small 
snout and medial ridge running from the top of 
the head down to the snout; mostly pigmented 

red, remains of dirt and some encrustation from 
traditional use; some minor insect depredation. A fine 

example. L. 15”

Provenance: 
Ex. Michaels collection, NY

$2,200 - $3,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-211.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-211.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-211.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-211.html


213.  A Fine mumuye FiGure, 
mumuye; north-CentrAl 
niGeriA

The figure with rounded head 
and wide angular arms, the torso 
narrow and columnar, the hips 
flaring and with large sturdy legs, 
the sex prominent, the piece with 
dark brown polished patina, as 
would be expected from a private 
collection in the 1970’s. H. 19”

Provenance: 
Ex. Henry and Evelyn Kagen, 
Queens NY, purchased in Europe 
in the late 1970s 

$900 - $1,200

214.  A Fine mumuye FiGure, mumuye; north-
CentrAl niGeriA

Of classical form, the figure with simple head 
with incised features, the ears as large disks 
at either side of the head, one with a metal 
earring, long columnar torso and prominent 
neck, the arms short and curves, the legs stepped 
indicating knees. Fine old surface. H. 28 1/2”

$1,800 - $2,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-213.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-213.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-213.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-214.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-214.html


215.  A Fine tiv PreStiGe ADze, tiv; niGeriA

The adze of classical form with cast bronze handle with raised 
semicircular motifs, the top in the form of a rounded face with simple 
eyes and nose and high sagittal crest, the iron Adze blade jutting forth 

from the mouth as a tongue, the reverse with the iron rolled into a 
spiral. A fine and intact example that has not been cleaned or in any way 

altered. H. 15 3/4”

Provenance: 
Field collected C. 1980’s in Nigeria by Dr. Hoffer

$1,800 - $2,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-215.html


216.  An extremely Fine AnD rAre 
AFo FemAle FiGure , AFo; niGeriA

Of powerful form, the female figure 
with large well carved head,three 

part coif, the face with raised 
coffee-bean eyes and characteristic 

scarification, the neck powerful and 
long above broad shoulders pointed 

breasts and swollen belly also 
covered with typical scarification, 
arms akimbo, knees bent standing 

on an integral base. Fine black 
lustrous patina; some areas of old 

insect damage. H. 20 1/2”

Provenance: 
Ex. Wally and Brenda Zollman, 

Indiana 
verbally authenticated in 1999 by 

Dr. Roy Sieber 

$6,000 - $9,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-216.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-216.html


217.  A Fine AnD olD iGBo or 
iGAlA Shrine PAnel, iGBo or 

iGAlA; niGeriA

Of squared flat form with conical 
strut at reverse, the top with heavily 
encrusted surface depicting lizards 
snakes and firearms above a frieze 

of human faces within manilla-form 
shapes. Quite likely 19th C. A very 

fine and unusual example. H. 14 1/2”

$900 - $1,200

218.  A Fine AnD rAre eket DAnCe 
mASk, eket-iBiBio; niGeriA

The classical rounded small mask 
with bulbous forehead with heavy 
eyes over a flaring nose and simple 
mouth.Fine encrusted patina from 

use. The perimeter pierced for 
attachment to a larger framework; 
an authentical example of a rare 

type. D. 6 1/2”

$900 - $1,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-217.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-217.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-217.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-218.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-218.html


219.  A Fine AnD rAre iJo mASk, iJo; niGeriA

The mask of powerful form with high ears, large 
brow and protruding eyes, the nose thick and 

wedge-like, the face with six teeth descending from 
the upper lip. Old dried and worn patina. 

H. 15 1/4”

This piece which is #22860 in the YGVR Archives 
was originally in the menist collection. It was later 

sold by Sotheby’s live in the 1990’s, their then short-
lived internet division, on behalf of Ernst Anspach.

Provenance: 
Ex. Gallery Menist, Amsterdam

Ex. Ernst Anspach, NY
Ex. Sotheby’s C. 1990’s

Ex. NY private collection

Publication History: 
Expo cat.: “Primitive Art”, Amsterdam: Gallery 

Menist, 1969: #4730

$3,000 - $4,000

222.  A Fine CroSS-river DAnCe mASk, CroSS 
river AreA; niGeriA

The mask with menacing expression, the 
whole covered with a thick black paint over 
an earlier surface; the face with scarification 

running across and down the forehead as well 
as at the temples, the eyes open and alert, the 
nose naturalistically carved, the mouth with 
bared teeth. Pierced about the perimeter for 

attachment of a cloth costume. Very expressive 
and powerful. H. 13”

Provenance: 
Albert Gordon, Tribal Arts Gallery, NYC prior 

to 1984.

$900 - $1,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-219.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-222.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-222.html


220.  A iBo- CroSS river DAnCe CreSt, 
CroSS-river iBo; niGeriA

The fine and old crest with high rounded 
horns carved with spiral patterns in 
imitation of antelope horns, the face 
primarily white with raised black 
scarification; flaring base and fine old 
surface of use and wear. H. 20”

$900 - $1,200

221.  A Boki CAP mASk , Boki; niGeriA

The dance crest in the form of a female head 
with inset wooden pegs representing the coif 

and two high raised fins, the face and neck 
pigmented in white with details in black 

scarification patterns to the cheek neck and 
forehead; pierced about the perimeter of the 

base for attachment. H. 12”

$1,200 - $1,800

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-220.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-220.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-221.html


223.  A PowerFul AnD Fine CroSS-
river helmet mASk, iBo or 

eJAGhAm (miDDle CroSS river); 
niGeriA

The powerful Janus mask with 
three part coif, the outer sides with 

openwork carving; the Janus faces with 
remains of pigment; one with remains 

of a dusty white pigment in the 
recesses though overall dark brown no, 
raised scarification in small rows at the 

temples, and the cheeks incised with 
the Nsibidi symbol for Love, marriage 
and Unity; The other similarly carved 

but with concentric circles to the 
temples and small horizontal marks 

to the cheeks, perhaps an Nsibidi 
reference to disharmony, though 

possibly simply a scarification pattern. 
A fine old example of the type with 
excellent age and patina. H. 20 3/4”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of 

African Art. NY

eStimAte: $2,200 - $3,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-223.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-223.html
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224.  A Fine olD Boki DAnCe CreSt, Boki; niGeriA

Originally covered in hide with som remains, the crest powerfully carved 
with raised scarification, open mouth and downcast eyes, the whole with four 

attached braids depicting the coif. Excellent old variegated surface. H. 11”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of African Art, NY

$2,200 - $3,500

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-224.html


226.  A Fine CAmeroon FiGure, BABAnki 
kinGDom; CAmeroon

Of classical style, the figure carved crouching 
with a prestige cap to his head and holding 
a pipe in his hands, the composition with a 

tremendous sense of movement and complexity 
due to the unusual posture. Excellent patina of 

use and wear. A fine old example. H. 16”

Provenance: 
Albert Gordon, Tribal Arts Gallery, NYC prior to 

1984.

$900 - $1,200

227.  A Fine CAmeroon GrASSlAnDS helmet 
mASk, 

kinGDom oF kom; CAmeroon

The mask of classical form depicting a female 
figure of high rank, the head with high coif and 
large round eyes, wide flaring nostrils and open 

mouth with well-carved, exposed teeth. Fine 
patina throughout. H. 16”

$2,000 - $3,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-226.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-226.html
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225.  A Fine AnD very eArly CAmeroon GrASSlAnDS mASk, BAmileke; CAmeroon

The mask with exceptional patina exhibiting extensive use, high trapezoidal coif representing a prestige 
cap above a rounded brow and wide eyes with thin brow lines incised; the nose classical with flaring 

nostrils and the mouth open and toth, with small beard beneath.
Old label on the reverse says ‘Kamerun’. H. 12”

Provenance: 
Field collected by 1887 by Jesko Albert Eugene Van Puttkamer; German colonial military chief, in the 

Cameroon grasslands

$1,000 - $1,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-225.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jesko_von_Puttkamer


228.  A rAre uBAnGi PiPe Bowl, uBAnGi 
relAteD PeoPle; D.r. ConGo

The pipe of classical form, with rounded 
head with backswept simple coif with inset 

eyes, the tapering bowl wrapped in thin 
copper wire and aluminum wire (coming 

loose) and the inside of the bowl with 
aluminum that is darkened from smoking. 

A Fine and rare example. H. 10 3/4”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of 

African Art. NY

$700 - $900

229.  A Fine AnD rAre BuDJA DAnCe 
CreSt, BuDJA; D.r. ConGo

Of classical form, the crest in the shape of 
an abstracted bird with beaked head and 
attached tassel to rear of neck, the whole 
with pyroengraving to surface and eyes 
attached with resin, the base covered by 

original fiber ruff, a basketry cap of rattan 
holding the crest in place. A fine example 

of the type. H. 23”

Provenance: 
Ex. Dr. Meyer Osterman, MA

$600 - $900

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-228.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-228.html
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231.  A Fine AnD olD teke or 
tSAye DiSk mASk, teke or tSAye ; 
rePuBliC oF ConGo (BrAzzAville)

The old mask of classical form, 
conceived as a flat disk with shallow 

geometric carving, the upper 
hemisphere with linear motifs and 
half-circles, the lower portion with 
stubby nose and disk-like mouth, 

the perimeter pierced with remains 
of original feathered coif. A fine an 
old example of a much sought after 
and highly forged style. H. 13 1/2”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery 

of African Art. NY

$1,200 - $1,800

230.  A Fine AnD lArGe teke 
PreStiGe neCk rinG, teke; D.r. 

ConGo

An “Onlua’, the cogwheel shaped 
ring of brass with geometric incising 

throughout with areas of native 
repair where the piece has become 
worn; fine old surface with remains 

of significant patina. D. 15”

Provenance: 
Ex. Private US Collection

$300 - $500

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-231.html
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232.  A Fine AnD rAre BAkonGo StAFF toP, 
konGo PeoPle; D.r. ConGo

A classical Kongo ntafu maluangu scepter top, depicting paired male 
figures seated back to back and holding a long bar behind their respective 
necks; the middle section with classical fiber netting, however the rattling 
seed-pods now removed. Fine signs of age and use, more so than many 
other examples. A large and powerful example of a rare object and very 

well carved with fine patina. H. 13”

Provenance: 
Ex. Joeseph Gerena, NY

$3,000 - $5,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-232.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-232.html


233.  A Southern yAkA mASk, yAkA; kwilu-
kwAnGo reGion; D.r. ConGo

Of classical form for the type, the mask with 
egg-shaped head and flanged plank-like ridge 
around the face, classical upturned nose and 

heavy eyes with simple mouth showing dental 
deformation. Coif in the form of two large 

horns, the fiber ruff intact. H. 22”

This lot has been authenticated by Dr. Arthur 
P. Bourgeois, expert on the Art of the Yaka and 

Suku.

Provenance: 
Ex. Dr. Meyer Osterman, MA

$700 - $900

235.  A Fine mBAlA Fly whiSk hAnDle, 
mBAlA; D.r. ConGo

The fine narrow handle with finial in the form 
of a female figure with crested coif, the face 

with tight and finely carved features, the body 
stylized with swelling areas indicating breasts 

and hips, scarification markings; below the 
figure the remains of a band of feathers. The 
body pierced, perhaps to once hold a cord. 

Lovely example. H. 10 3/4”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of 

African Art. NY

$600 - $900

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-233.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-233.html
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234.  A Fine Southern yAkA initiAtion mASk, yAkA; 
kwilu-kwAnGo reGion; D.r. ConGo

The finely carved mask with tight features in a ringed face, the cheeks droopy and the 
mouth open with barred teeth, the nose wide and powerful, the eyes small and carved 

in wide ocular orbits. H. 13”

This mask was authenticated by Dr. Arthur P. Bourgeois, World expert on the Yaka 
and Suku.

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of African Art,  NY

$3,500 - $4,500

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-234.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-234.html


236.  A yAkA or lulA FetiSh FiGure, 
yAkA or lulA; kwilu-kwAnGo; D.r. 

ConGo

The figure with simple face with 
backswept coif, the body encased in 

empowering materials wrapped in old 
cloth with a thin bamboo tube rising at 
each shoulder, feathers and remains of 

fiber. H. 10 3/4”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of 

African Art. NY

$900 - $1,200

237.  A Fine Chokwe SeAteD FiGure, 
kASAi Chokwe; D.r. ConGo

The figure clearly with strong pende 
influence pointing to a Kasai or Kwilu-
Kwango origin among the Chokwe of 
D.R. Congo; the figure seated in Kasai 

style with elbows resting on bent knees, 
the face with typical Chokwe features, 

the figure sitting on an integral base with 
remains of a Chihongo mask (?) at the 
front. The whole with remains of red 

pigment. A fine old figure. H. 10”

Provenance: 
Ex. Gerald Dannenberg, NY

$700 - $900

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-236.html
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238.  A Fine AnD rAre PenDe DeFormity mASk, kAtunDu PenDe; D.r. ConGo

The mask of classical form, the face bisected vertically into black and white halves; 
the black half with long twisted mouth rising up the side and the white half with 

asymmetrical nostril and mouthless; the coif echoing the colors of the face, remains of 
original fiber collar. H. 10”

This mask was authenticated by Dr. Arthur P. Bourgeois as having been used 
traditionally. 

Provenance: 
Ex. Henry and Evelyn Kagen, Queens NY, purchased in Belgium, C. 1985.

$2,000 - $3,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-238.html


239.  A Fine PenDe initiAtion mASk, kAtunDu 
PenDe; D.r. ConGo

The mask of classical form, the face in typical 
pende style with rounded brow, high forehead and 
heavy raised scarifications to the cheeks, with open 

mouth showing teeth. H. 10”

This mask was authenticated by Dr. Arthur P. 
Bourgeois as having been used traditionally.

Provenance: 
Ex. Henry and Evelyn Kagen, Queens NY, 

purchased in Belgium, C. 1985.

$700 - $900

240.  An eAStern PenDe initiAtion mASk, kASAi 
PenDe; D.r. ConGo

The highly cubistic mask with rounded forehead 
and arching browlines, the eyes tubular in form, 

the nasal ridge long and flaring, the mouth jutting 
from the flat recessed facial plane. Horns rising 

from the top of the head; the reverse with excellent 
signs of age, and some old insect depredation. H. 

20”

Provenance: 
Ex. Henry and Evelyn Kagen, Queens NY, 

purchased in Europe in the early 1970s 

$700 - $900

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-239.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-239.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-240.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-240.html


241.  A Fine kuBA Bwoom helmet mASk, kuBA- 
BuShoonG; D.r. ConGo

The mask of classical bell-shaped helmet mask form, 
the forehead covered in copper with beaded strips, 

the nose with beaded nostrils and central ridge, 
copper to the face, the chin with dangling piece of 
hide with shell decorations. Fine old patina from 

use. H. 14” ; 20” w/ attachments

Provenance: 
Ex. Dr. Meyer Osterman, MA

$900 - $1,200

243.  A Fine AnD rAre kuBA-BinJi mASk, kuBA-
BinJi; D.r. ConGo

The powerful bell-shaped helmet mask based 
on the Kuba Bwoom model, the face with 

prominent brow, large raised bosses on the 
cheeks and powerful nose above jutting mouth. 

The mask incised with geometric patterns 
and abrus seeds in resin at the brow; original 
remains of the feathered ruff atop the head. A 
very fine and well carved example with good 

age and use. H. 19”

Provenance: 
Ex. Gerald Dannenberg, NY

$1,800 - $2,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-241.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-241.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-243.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-243.html


246.  A kuBA PiPe, kuBA; D.r. ConGo

Of classical form, the pipe with long stem with carved linear striations in bands, a 
stylized face in one panel, the bowl with classical Kuba geometric motif, the whole with 
remains of rubbed camwood and signs of heavy use. The stem attached with resin, with 

pigment over the variegated surface. L. 15 3/4”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of African Art. NY

$900 - $1,200

247.  A Fine AnD rAre BenA luluA mASk, BenA luluA; D.r. ConGo

Of classical form, the mask with high rounded forehead and scarification beneath a high 
curving element, likely carved to hold a feather bustle or headdress in place; the eyes on 
huge ocular orbits raised and with incising around the perimeter, the nose simple and 

triangular with pointed chin, the whole with red pigment. H. 17”

Provenance: 
Ex. McConnell collection, VA, purchased in Montreal c. 1979-1983

$2,500 - $3,500

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-246.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-247.html


248.  A Fine AnD rAre kASAi luBA mASk, luBA oF the kASAi; D.r. ConGo

The unusual mask of massive form with high rounded forehead, narrow eyes and thick 
-shaped nose, the mouth simple and jutting, and squared. The surface divided vertically 
into two fields with striations in horizontal bands. Fine old surface patina and well aged 

and worn interior. H. 17”

This mask was brought to the USA by Mrs. F. Lewis a Presbyterian missionary at Bulape 
in Kete territory, but was given it as a gift by Luba from the area between kananga and 

Mbuji Mayi.

Provenance: 
Field collected by Mrs. Lewis C. 1940’s

Ex. Dr. Meyer Osterman, MA

$2,200 - $3,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-248.html


249.  A Fine AnD rAre BenA luluA mASk, BenA luluA; D.r. ConGo

Of classical form, the mask with high rounded forehead and scarification beneath 
a high curving element, likely carved to hold a feather bustle or headdress 
in place; the eyes on huge ocular orbits raised and with incising around the 

perimeter, the nose simple and triangular with pointed chin, the whole with red 
pigment. H. 17”

Provenance: 
Ex. McConnell collection, VA, purchased in Montreal c. 1979-1983

$2,500 - $3,500

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-249.html


250.  A Fine AnD olD SonGye Axe , SonGye; D.r. 
ConGo

Of classical form, the handle covered in reptile skin. 
The blade with three struts, the center strut with 

hammered faces. The rounded blade with dotted 
motif, some oxidation, and some loss of skin on 

handle. H. 14’’

Provenance: 
Collected by Reverend Crowley, A presbyterian 
missionary who lived in Congo from 1896-1900. 

Bonhams, NY November 2007, Lot 2196

$900 - $1,200

251.  A Fine SonGye kiFweBe mASk, SonGye; 
D.r. ConGo

A fine and well used Kifwebe society mask with 
typical linear striations in black and white, the 
head rounded possibly denoting a female mask-
personage, the mouth jutting and with slight smile. 
Probably from Kalebwe, or possibly further east. 
H. 14”

Provenance: 
Ex. Michaels collection, NY

$1,200 - $1,800

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-250.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-250.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-250.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-251.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-251.html


252.  An unuSuAl SonGye AltArPieCe, SonGye; 
D.r. ConGo

In the form of an incised board of tapering form, a 
small head emerging from the lower part carved 
almost fully in the round; the face with incised 
bands at the forehead and at either side of the nose. 
The maskette face hollowed out on the back of the 
board. fine od surface and patina consistent with age 
and use. H. 22 1/2” 

Songye boards of this type are found near the Luba 
frontier but often depict a Kifwebe style mask in 
high relief rather than a naturalistic head. The use 
of this enigmatic object is unknown, though may be 
related to similar cultural institutions.

Provenance: 
Field collected by Rev. Lawson Mooney; Director of 
Catholic Aid Agencies, Congo, C. 1950’s - 1960’s. 

$300 - $500

254.  A SonGye neCkreSt, SonGye; D.r. ConGo

The neckrest of unusual form, with a long narrow 
pillow in the center with arched recess above a small 
strutt, the sides with Songye style heads carved at 
either end; fine patination and wear, checking and 
splits in the wood from age cracks. L. 11 1/4”

Provenance: 
Ex. Dr. Meyer Osterman, MA

$400 - $600

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-252.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-252.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-254.html


253.  A SuPerB AnD rAre SonGye 
kiFweBe kniFe, SonGye; D.r. ConGo

The handle in the form of a figure 
with Kifwebe head, with high sagittal 
crest and long tubular eyes, the central 
ridge forming the line of the face with 

a distinct nose and squared mouth, 
the figure with bent arms carved 

geometrically holding the chin, the 
whole with linear striations in red and 
white against a black ground, the blade 

inset into the bottom of the figure. A fine 
and rare example. H. 15”

Provenance: 
Ex. Bay Area private collection

$7,000 - $9,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-253.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-253.html


255.  A Fine kASAi PreStiGe ADze, kASAi ; 
D.r. ConGo

Of classical form, the adze with large carved 
hard to top with high ‘bun’ coif, the face with 
simple but elegant features, the blade coming 

from the mouth and long with fine patina. The 
handle with glossy surface. A lovely example. 

H. 20 1/4”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of African 

Art. NY

$900 - $1,200

256.  A heAvily eroDeD olD hemBA AnCeStor 
FiGure, hemBA; D.r. ConGo

The figure well carved and of good size 
with a majority of the surface eroded due to 
insect depredation after the statue was likely 
abandoned. The face still powerful with well 
proportioned features and fine balance of the 
body; probably Eastern Hemba. A powerful 
piece that maintains the original form, though 
now a dramatic fragment.. H. 20 1/2”

Provenance: 
Ex. Joeseph Gerena, NY

$2,000 - $3,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-255.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-255.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-256.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-256.html


257.  A Fine AnD lArGe SonGye kiFweBe 
mASk, SonGye; D.r. ConGo

The large elder male mask with high crest atop 
the head, small wedge-like nose and long jutting 
mouth, the whole with linear striations in black 
and white; some areas of restoration. Original 
piece of the fiber costume still attached at back. 
H. 28”

Provenance: 
Ex. Dr. Meyer Osterman, MA

$1,200 - $1,800

259.  A hemBA or kuSu mAle Power FiGure, 
hemBA or kuSu; D.r. ConGo

The figure carved in Hemba style but with some 
Kusu influence, depicting a standing male figure 

with broad shoulders and powerful body, the head 
hollowed for insertion of empowering materials, 

the body with fine black oily patina. A fine 
example. H. 9 1/2”

Field collected by Rev. Lawson Mooney; Director of 
Catholic Aid Agencies, Congo, C. 1950’s - 1960’s. 

Ex. Adelman collection, DC
Ex. Gelbard collection, NY

$500 - $700

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-257.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-257.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-259.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-259.html


258.  An exCePtionAl luBA or zelA 
Bowl BeArer FiGure, luBA/zelA; 

D.r. ConGo

The figure of classical form, the seated 
female with ciomplex coif, high 

rounded brow with inset hobnail eyes, 
the torso long and finely executed 

with elaborate scarification, the figure 
holding a bowl used for holding sacred 

clay for divination practices, the legs 
wrapped around. Fine old surface and 

wonderful old patina.A significant and 
important old figure. H. 19 1/4”

YGVR archive #:4540.

Provenance: 
Ex. Gallery Deroche, CA C. 1988

Ex. Garven Images Ltd., NY C. 1991, 

Publication History: 
African Arts, 1991, vol.XXIV, no.3.

$7,000 - $9,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-258.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-258.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-258.html


260.  A Fine hemBA FemAle FiGure, 
hemBA; D.r. ConGo

The figure with fine old encrusted patina, 
the face with high forehead and classically 
carved facial features, the coif in three lobes 
down the back, as is often seen on Luba/
Hemba female imagery, the figure with 
hands to breasts, protruding abdomen with 
scarification, short legs on eroded integral 
base. H. 15 1/2”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of 
African Art. NY

$2,500 - $3,500

261.  A Fine SmAll hemBA FiGure, 
hemBA; D.r. ConGo

The figure of classical form, eroded below the 
thighs; the figure with flaring coif and typical 

features, the shoulders squared and with arms 
akimbo with hands to the waist, protruding 

abdomen with pointed navel, sex clearly 
indicated, the legs lost to insect depredation. 

H. 11 1/2”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of African 

Art. NY

$1,800 - $2,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-260.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-260.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-261.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-261.html


262.  A luBA StAFF-toP, luBA; 
D.r. ConGo

The upper portion of a prestige staff; 
the finial an old brass bullet shell above 
alternating bands of aluminum and copper 
stips, the central portion with large head 
in blond wood with rounded features and 
high brow, an age crack to the face, the 
remainder with alternating aluminum and 
copper. H. 17”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of 
African Art. NY

$1,800 - $2,200

263.  A Fine mBAGAni mASk, mBAGAni; D.r. 
ConGo

The mask of classical form with large bulging 
forehead, deep ocular orbits with large 

rounded eyes, the nasal ridge in geometric 
fashion terminating in a squared mouth. The 
top with ridged keel donating a coif, pierced 

for attachment numerous times about the 
perimeter which has broken through; fine signs 

of age and wear. A fine example. H. 13 1/2”

Provenance: 
Ex. Michaels collection, NY

$1,200 - $1,800

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-262.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-262.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-263.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-263.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-263.html


264.  An exCePtionAl Chokwe mAle mASk, Chokwe; D.r. ConGo/AnGolA

The Chihongo mask with typical features including high rounded forehead, round concave ocular 
orbits with raised coffee bean eyes, thin nose and exaggerated mouth with bared teeth above a 
flat forward thrusting stylized beard. The forehead with raised cruciform pattern, the eyes with 

remains of red pigment. A powerful and exceptional example with fine age. H. 13 1/4”

Provenance: 
Ex. Henry and Evelyn Kagen, Queens NY

$5,000 - $7,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-264.html


265.  A Chokwe FiGurine, Chokwe, 
kASAi; D.r. ConGo

The female figure with classical coif 
and simple elegant face, the body a 

deep reddish color and with one arm 
to breast, the other to the waist, the 

figure with knees bent. H. 7 1/2”

Provenance: 
Ex. Private New York collection

$150 - $200

266.  A leGA wooDen FiGure, leGA; 
D.r. ConGo

The Maginga of classical form, the 
mask-like face with remains of white 
infill, the eyes raised and coffee-bean 

shaped in the hollow of a concave 
face, the figure with arms akimbo and 
slightly bent legs. Patina of handling 

and wear. H. 14 1/2”

Provenance: 
Ex. South Eastern U.S. private 

collection 

$700 - $900

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-265.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-265.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-266.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-266.html


268.  A Fine AnD unuSuAl leGA 
mASk, leGA; D.r. ConGo

The mask with overall blackened 
surface, the brow high and pointed, 
the nose long and thin and the eyes 

bulging from beneath a shallow 
brow line. The mouth small and 
with indications of teeth. Pierced 
around the lower perimeter for 

attachment of a beard. Fine and old 
example. H. 15”

Provenance: 
Field collected by Rev. Lawson 

Mooney; Director of Catholic Aid 
Agencies, Congo, C. 1950’s - 1960’s. 

Ex. Adelman collection, DC
Ex. Gelbard collection, NY

$2,000 - $3,000

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-268.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-268.html


267.  A Fine AnD rAre eAStern ConGoleSe FiGure, 
PoSSiBly leGA or kwAme; D.r. ConGo

The female figure in a more naturalistic style than is often 
encountered in this region, with reddish pigment overall 

and and features such as heart-shaped face, coffee-bean eyes 
and small and simple mouth. The body carefully rendered 

with the proportions relatively naturalistic. Fine old surface 
and signs of handling and use. H. 10 1/2”

The naturalism may point to an origin among the Zimba 
rather than the Lega or related Kwame. 

Provenance: 
Field collected by Rev. Lawson Mooney; Director of 

Catholic Aid Agencies, Congo, C. 1950’s - 1960’s. 
Ex. Adelman collection, DC
Ex. Gelbard collection, NY

$500 - $700

269.  A SuPerB leGA FiGurine, leGA; 
D.r. ConGo

The fine old figurine with classical Lega 
face, the eyes as small holes and the mouth 
small and expressive, the arms as vestigial 

stubs, the lower torso of geometric form 
with old fiber belt at waist and a single 
cowrie shell tied around the neck; old 

hobnail to the top of the head. A very fine 
and classical example. H. 6 1/4”

Provenance: 
Purchased by the current owner’s parents 

in Belgium in the 1970’s. 

$1,800 - $2,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-267.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-267.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-269.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-269.html


271.  A Fine AnD unuSuAl kwAme 
mASk, kwAme; D.r. ConGo

The simple mask of flattened form, the 
face with long nasal ridge and simple 

eyes above a toothy mouth. The surface 
with remains of reddish pigment. 

The perimeter extensively pierced for 
attachment of a fiber beard. The reverse 
with old piece of masking tape and the 

number ‘M69”. H. 9”

Provenance: 
Field collected by Rev. Lawson 

Mooney; Director of Catholic Aid 
Agencies, Congo, C. 1950’s - 1960’s. 

Ex. Adelman collection, DC
Ex. Gelbard collection, NY

$500 - $700

270.  A leGA FiGurine, leGA; D.r. ConGo

The figurine carved in simplistic style of wood with 
rounded head, circle-dot motif eyes and stubby arms 

with attenuated torso and short legs, with prominent sex. 
The surface covered with linear designs imitating scales. 

H. 6 3/4”

Provenance: 
Field collected by Rev. Lawson Mooney; Director of 

Catholic Aid Agencies, Congo, C. 1950’s - 1960’s. 
Ex. Adelman collection, DC
Ex. Gelbard collection, NY

$300 - $500

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-271.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-271.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-270.html


272.  A Fine AnD unuSuAl leGA FiGurine, 
leGA; D.r. ConGo

The wooden figure in the form of a conical body 
with Janus heads, the heads with swollen eyes 
and long pointed chins with long nasal ridges. 
Overall dark uncleaned surface with indications 
of use; an age crack to one side that does not 
interfere with the composition. H. 6 1/4”

Provenance: 
Field collected by Rev. Lawson Mooney; 
Director of Catholic Aid Agencies, Congo, C. 
1950’s - 1960’s. 
Ex. Adelman collection, DC
Ex. Gelbard collection, NY

$900 - $1,200

273.  A Fine AnD rAre leGA wooD FiGurine, 
leGA; D.r. ConGo

The wooden figure of unusual form with 
stacked heads with classical faces with raised 
eyes and long nasal ridges ringed by dots the 

heads terminating in a single large leg with 
a large foot and indicated toes. The surface 

indicating ritual use and washing, some wear 
but overall fine. H. 14”

Provenance: 
Field collected by Rev. Lawson Mooney; 

Director of Catholic Aid Agencies, Congo, C. 
1950’s - 1960’s. 

Ex. Adelman collection, DC
Ex. Gelbard collection, NY

$900 - $1,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-272.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-272.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-273.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-273.html


274.  A Fine BemBe initiAtion mASk, 
BemBe; D.r. ConGo

The mask probably used as a hut mask in 
initiation ceremonies, with classical Bembe 

face with huge ocular orbits, likely in 
imitation of an owl, the tapering face with 

elongated narrow nose and tiny mouth, the 
whole with incised lozenge shapes. Fine 

patina and signs of age and use. H. 13”

Provenance: 
Field collected by Rev. Lawson Mooney; 

Director of Catholic Aid Agencies, Congo, 
C. 1950’s - 1960’s. 

Ex. Adelman collection, DC
Ex. Gelbard collection, NY

$700 - $900

275.  A Fine AnD unuSuAl leGA mASkette, 
leGA; D.r. ConGo

The maskette of unusual form with whitened 
surface and areas of black highlighting, the high 
forehead over huge ocular orbits with tiny eyes, 
the mouth deficient with a black painted line in 
its place instead. A fine and rare example. H. 8”

Provenance: 
Ex. William Bertrand, LA
Ex. Charles Jones African Art, NC

$1,200 - $1,800

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-274.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-274.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-275.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-275.html


277.  An exCePtionAl mBole or yelA 
FiGure, mBole or yelA; 

D.r. ConGo

The figure with flattened coif above a 
round face with incised eyebrows and 

fine features on the concave face, a short 
neck with white pigment. The body with 
outer surface largely damaged by insects 
still structurally intact with arms akimbo 

and simple columnar legs. A fine and rare 
carving of exceptional beauty. H. 14 1/2”

Provenance: 
Ex. Irwin Cernic, NY

 $4,000 - $6,000

 

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-277.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-277.html
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276.  A Fine leGA wooD FiGure, leGA; 
D.r. ConGo

The figure in the form of long tapering body of square 
section with a small classical Lega head, the body with 
brown variegated surface, the face with white infill and 
classical heart-shaped face with raised coffee-bean eyes. 

H. 10 1/2”

Provenance: 
Field collected by Rev. Lawson Mooney; Director of 

Catholic Aid Agencies, Congo, C. 1950’s - 1960’s. 
Ex. Adelman collection, DC
Ex. Gelbard collection, NY

$900 - $1,200

278.  A mAnGBetu CerAmiC veSSel, 
mAnGBetu; D.r. ConGo

The vessel of classical form with simple face 
with large features, the typical flaring coif 

with incised patterns, the chin with markings, 
the rounded body of the vessel with stylized 
arms and incised motifs. Some minor areas of 
restoration that were done after the piece was 

purchased, and some areas of polishing or 
burnishing. H. 14 1/2”

Provenance: 
Alfred Schienberg, 1971, The Gallery of 

African Art. NY

$900 - $1,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-276.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-276.html
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281.  A GrouP oF eASt AFriCAn oBJeCtS, 
kArAmAJonG, uGAnDA

Including neckrests and fetish horns as well 
as containers. The neckrests point to an 

Uganda origin among the Karamajong or a 
neighboring people. Fine patination on some 

pieces. An interesting group lot.

Provenance: 
Field collected by an old American missionary 
family from the Southeastern USA.; Thence by 

descent.

$100 - $200

279.  A Fine AnD rAre konDA or FiGurAl 
PreStiGe kniFe, konDA or relAteD monGo 

GrouPS; D.r. ConGo

The knife in the form of a standing female 
figure with raised arms, the face well beaten 

into the iron with inset copper eyes, the 
slender body with incising and thin long legs, 

terminating at a upward-turned crescentic 
shape with barbs and inset copper the handle 

wrapped in copper strips The figure has 
brass anklet and bracelets that may have been 

added later in a traditional context.. H. 22”

Provenance: 
Ex. Joeseph Gerena, NY

$700 - $900

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-281.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-281.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-213.html
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282.  A Fine GurAGe FunerAry PoSt 
GurAGe ; ethioPiA

The long board with reddend and 
aged surface in the form of an 

extreamly and abstracted human 
form; a round disk atop representing 
a head, diamond shape representing 

neck and long rectangular portion 
representing the body. Remains of 

black pigment. H. 54 1/2’’

Provenance: 
Field collected by Dr. V. Schneider, 

Germany 

$400 - $600

283.  A Fine GurAGe FunerAry PoSt 
GurAGe ; ethioPiA

The long board with reddend and 
aged surface in the form of an 

extreamly and abstracted human 
form; a round disk atop representing 
a head, diamond shape representing 

neck and long rectangular portion 
representing the body. Remains of 

black pigment. H. 69 1/2’’

Provenance: 
Field collected by Dr. V. Schneider, 

Germany 

 $400 - $600

282. 283. 

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-282.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-282.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-283.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-283.html


284.  A Fine konSo AnCeStor memoriAl 
PoSt FrAGment, konSo; ethioPiA

The figure with classical features, 
rounded head with simple but expressive 
geometricized face, the body tubular and 
eroded at the abstracted torso. Fine old 
sun-bleached surface. A fine example. 

H. 33”

Provenance: 
Acquired by the present owner in the field

$900 - $1,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-284.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-284.html


285.  A Fine ethioPiAn mAGiC SCroll; 
ethioPiA

The long scroll of classical form, written 
in Ge’ez script with typical upper panel 

with Archangel Michael image and panels 
of text and two ‘devil catcher’ images of 
geometric form meant to trap evil spirits. 

Fine old patina.

Provenance: 
Acquired by the present owner in the field

$400 - $600

286.  A Fine ethioPiAn mAGiC SCroll; 
ethioPiA

The scroll of classical form and painted 
on hide with image of an angel-protector 
or Archangel Michael and panels of Ge’ez 

writing, with small ‘devil catcher’ panels in 
geometric form. Fine signs of age and wear. 

L. 59 1/4”

Provenance: 
Acquired by the present owner in the field

 $400 - $600

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-285.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-285.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-286.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-286.html


287.  A Fine ethioPiAn mAGiC SCroll; 
ethioPiA

The scroll of unusual form and painted on 
hide with initial image of menorahs and 

protector figures at the top and three columns     
of Ge’ez writing, with unusual panel in 

geometric form. Fine signs of age and wear. 
L. 60 1/2”

Provenance: 
Acquired by the present owner in the field

 $400 - $600

288.  A wonDerFul ABStrACt ethioPiAn 
GAme BoArD; ethioPiA

The game board of elongated proportions and 
the basic shape influenced by the arching and 
curves of the wood; the surface with lustrous 
patina and with carved holes for placement of 
game pieces. A beautiful and rare example. L. 

40 1/2”

Provenance: 
Acquired by the present owner in the field

$700 - $900

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-287.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-287.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-288.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-288.html


289.  A Fine AnD olD oromo ShielD, oromo; ethioPiA

Of classical form, the hide shield of rounded form with raised radiating pattern 
with bosses, the back with original hide handle. The surface old and uncleaned or 

oiled as most examples appear now. D. 31”

Provenance: 
From a Missionary collection, Southeastern USA

$800 - $1,200

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-289.html


290.  A Fine AnD very eArly ethioPiAn 
CroSS; ethioPiA

Of long simple form, the cross itself 
small and with long handle. The surface 

cleaned but exhibiting an extremely 
worn and old patina. Crosses of this 
style are usually associated with the 
period of Ethiopian history before 

the creation of the stylistic trends that 
would come to define the Ethiopian 

style of procession and blessing cross. It 
is often the case that crosses of this type 
may date from a period of time as early 

as the 13th.  H. 13 3/4”.

The present example is clearly of the 
same style and age of a 13th-15th C. 
Ethiopian cross in the Walters Art 

Museum, Baltimore, MD. (inv: 52.296)

Provenance: 
Aquired by the present owner 

in the field

$1,800 - $2,200

enD oF SAle

http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-290.html
http://www.thecobbs.com/auction-2015-11-15-lot-290.html
http://art.thewalters.org/detail/2543/hand-cross/
http://art.thewalters.org/detail/2543/hand-cross/
http://art.thewalters.org/detail/2543/hand-cross/
http://art.thewalters.org/detail/2543/hand-cross/

